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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
9-1;

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2,

'VOLUME 40

191I

NUMBER 5

me.”

I‘ree and Arend Visacher.After
Oh, yes, John, there arc plenty paying expenses tlie committee re-

have

CLEAN-UP SALE OF

Mad

Lace Curtains

nerve.

For You

married," twitted Mrs. Penne.

Sweet, Fresh and clean

Separator Butter

26

26c

lb.

Today

*

Prices subject to market changes

f||i,

Jl

i|

||jj Lots of Lace Curtains

M
jUf

»»

from

up

ll pair

to 6 pairs

i

STEKETEE

B.

M*|
illllllli.1

).

of

each. Must be closed

make room

out to

for

Grocery
33 W. 8th

St.

185 River

St

Citz. Phone 1014

foji

New Goods.

Many are

patterns

that are run out this year.

Ladies

Watch
*

Look over

this list carefully,

if

you want any

Chains

of

as well as absolutely
watch guard

the safest
Lot 1—1 1-2 pr. regular
’ price

85c pair,

at

Lot 14—3 pr. reg. price

60c

pr.

$4.00 pr.

—

at

to be had.

$2.95 pr.

,0 KCl address, defining the purpose
work of the Y. M.C. A.

"Well, I don’t think I could ask
anyone, but if you'll find me a wife
I’ll give you five dollars.”
“It's a bargain,” said Mrs. Penne.
“I’ll bet Esther will have you."
"No, she sure would not.”
Esther is John Sas’ daughter.
In a thrice Esther was consulted
and the deal was closed John, bent
on getting his five back, went up town
and every one of the fellows who had
made him the victim of their jokes,
including Dave and Nick, was seen.
"I’ll bet five dollars,” said John,
“that l’il be married within a week.”
Here was some more easy money
for the gang and before John had
gone the rounds he had placed several

Mr. Flowers, impersonating

and

Geu

Alderman Van Eyck, chairman
Lew Wallaces’“Ben Bur”, a tale of
the Christ, held his audience spell- of the Ways and Means committee,
bound for more than two hours. His brought iu his report relative to the
pleasingvoice, under perfect control
and the vivid portrayal of the different characlers and scenes of the
book charmed his hearers who agree
that last nights lecture was one of
the best ever heard in the city.
County Fair

A

justice irregularitiesas

was asked

commuicationpresented to
Abe Stephan. It

for in a

the council by

has taken

this

committee sometime

when they did it were
some length and still more
asked to get the second io*

to report but

Success

done

at

time

is

The Ottawa County Fair which
stallmentin shape. The substance
was held in Price's Auditorium on
bets.
of
the report is that Mr, VanDurHe then got the girl and with her Tuesday and Wednesday evenings,
father hied to Grand Haven, where exceeded the expectations of its en's report of criminal cases was
the license was secured and the knot most enthusiastic supporters. not the only one irregular but that
tied.
Every stunt, act and song was re- every justice in the city at the pres,
John then collected his bets and
ceived
witn deserved applause by a
after paying the live to his new
ent time have been delaying the re.
mother-in-law, settling all of the mar- well pleased audience. It speaks
riage expenses and the cost of a good well lor Miss Anna Mai|.e direc- ports of their cases. They go still
charivari,he had ten dollars left.
tor of the County Fair, ability, further and sa> ‘’your committee
when one considers that she has
A. B. BOSMAN WIDE-AWAKE. been in this city less than a week. has extended the scope of its in.
Says the Grand Haven Tribune: In that time she organized and vestigation, and has found that for
The Holland papers are handing a
years back, the reports of justice
bouquet to A. B. Bosnian, the new drilled the various characters and
supervisor from that city, because at choruses,making The County Fair Van Duren were the oc*y satisfact
the recent board of supervisors ses- the success that it attained. Her ory justice reports in the city and
sion he found a bill for mileage from acting, too, was of a high order.
they were filed regularly and almost
the sheriff in connection with the reThose who took part were: Mrs.
turn of Jay Eldrich from Elgin, III,
without exception at the proper
when the regular rate of 10 cents per Luscomb, Adele Draudt, Edward
mile was charged. Mr. Bosnian ob- Haan, Hazel Van Landegend, H. time. The justice in queetion
jected to allowing the claim on the Meengs, Mrs, F. Pifer, E. Davis, Inlds the record for thorough, com«
ground that the law did not permit Miss Manges, Mrs. H. Winters, C.
plete and regular reports until rethe officers to charge mileage outside
Muste,
P.
Kramer,
Mrs.
Eda
Butof the state. The claim was an outcently. In fact some of the other
growth of custom and the bill was j terfield, Hoy Heath, H-zel Love
and former justices were notoriua.
passed by the committee. When the land, Helene Pieters, Alvena .Card
bill came before the board Mr. Bos- 1 Well, Perlier Burkholder, Mrs W. ly neglectful.
aoajn objected
objected and
and it
it was decided ......
man again
n i-i„ni,:.,„
i i m-ll
The committee also pointed out
to call in Judge Padgham to decide
N’ Boslch> J- N,bbe*
the question.The judge informed the I,n“, Geo. Butterfield, Nclsou Ste how cases are sometimes dragged
board that no mileage could be ketee, Gilbert Deuchars, John De
from one month into another, and
charged outside of the state. The Vries, j.D. Ranters, Mrs. Pardee,
amount allowed to officerswas the Mrs. A. Huntley, Miss Thurber, in several instances where the res.
actual expenses only. It took 56 balJohn Hyma, MargueritePieters, pondent was poor he would pay
'

are Stylish

them, step lively.

^cZ»7'

W John°had
<o P°'‘ “«. *550 wa< realized fur the
propose and he still maintained that c^U8ehe would not have the
| Mr. Buell of Detroit, secretary of
“Oh, yes; all you have to do is to the State Y M. C. A. gave a short

A Saving

The assortment we
are offering in pat-

1
!

2—2

Lot

pr. reg. (price

$1.10 pair, at

. 75c

-

terns

Lot 15—6 pr. reg. price
pr.

$4.25 pr. at

•

-

•

•

and prices

deserve spe-

$2.95 pr.

cial
Lot

3—2

pr. reg. price

—

$4.00 pr. at

$2.90 pr.

4—2

1-2 pr. regular

5—2

pr. reg. price

Lot

reg. price

$2.50

8—2

Lot

.

.

9—2

$4.50 pr. at-. ..$2.95 pr.

pr.

$2.75 pr. at

• •

Lot

Lot 10—6 pr. reg. price
$3.75 pr.

$2.85

at...-

Lot

$3.00 pr.rat ...$2.10pr.

$3.75 pr.

at-

•

$4.00 pr.

at

-

.

.

•

22—6

23—3

.

24—4

.

$3.45 pr.

pr. reg. price
-

- $3.75 pr.

pr. reg. price

—

$3 75 pr.

1-2 pr. regular

$3 75

1-2 pr. regular

Lot 25—4 1-2 pr. regular
price $7 50 pr. at 5 25 pr.

Lot

26—2

pr- reg- price

$8.50 pr. at

$2.95 pr.

There are Brussels Net,

Irish Point,

•

•

•

$6 25 pr.

Cable Nets,

Nottinghams,Ruffled Nets and Novelty in these

Come early and

pr.

price 5 50 pr. at $3 95 pr.

--$2.75 pr.

Lot 13—3 pr. reg. price

21—2

.

price $5 pr. at

pr.

Lot 12—2 pr. reg. price

pr. reg. price

$5 00 pr. at

Lot

Lot 11—2 pr. reg. price

20—2

$5.00 pr. at

pr.

$1.95 pr.

•

1-2 pr. regular

$5.00 pr. at

Lot

pr., reg. price

19—2

price 4.50 pr. at $3.10 pr.

Lot

1-2 pr. regular

$1.75

s-

Mr. Bosnian in the Holcouncil to succeed John Mrs. U. F. De Vries, Bert Cath
Van Anrooy, resigned, and the Hol- cart and Lavern Jones.
lots to elect

land

common

lots.

get first choice

fines

RESTAURANT

Order Cooking end Quick

service We

Citz. Phone 1252

Bske our oin Cakes, Pies,

Dongkents,Etc. Fresk creai and illk erery morning
8 W. Eighth Street

on the

install*

The choruses were especially comendationthat this city have a
good, ably supporting the following police court ai dp larger cities and
MOST POPULAR HYMNSk
S. M. Johnson,184 West Eighteenth soloists:Gertrude Kramer, John
A Xew York Methodist Episcopal street, near the new school house, for Hyma, Lavern Jones, Mrs. Pardee, do away with justice courts alto,
church which has taken a poll of its the last few years has been devbting
gether. Onje police judge on a
congregation in an effort to determine his time to the making of violins.Mr. Mrs F. De Vries, Mrs. M. Hanthe ten best hymns announces that Johnson is an old man who did 'not chett, Ethel Dykstra and Paul salary would do the work at no
the followingreceived the requisite discover along what lines his real Dryer.
greater expense as the system now
number of ballots:
genius lay until late in life, hut once
Miss Deuchars and Miss Boot in vogue and would be much more
“Nearer My God to Thee,” “Abide finding himself he set in with great
were the pianists. Miss Avis Yates
With Me,” “Jesus, Lover of My Soul,” vigor to make the most of his talents.
satisfactory.The report waa
T Love to Tell the Story,” “Lead Age does not daunt him. but rather played the violin and Anthony alopted unanimously.Justice Van
Kindly Light,” “Rescue the Perish- inspireshim to use his remainingdays Kuite his drums.
ing.” “Rock of Ages,” "Onward to the best advantage. He does not
Special mention should he made der Meulen also suggested in a
Christian Soldier/’ "What a Friend regard his work now as labor, but of the one hundred little tots who
letter to the council that a police
We Have in Jesus.”
rather the fulfilling of his particular
sang the Buggy Boo song, and also court hold fourth in the new city
Four others were tied for the tenth mission in life.
place: “Love Divine, All Love ExDuring the past two years Mr. the lit le maids i.i the Cowboy and hall. On one thing, however, the
celling.”"Just as I Am,” "Faith of Johnson has made fourteenviolins, Japanese songs. The r work was
council put the quietus last evenOur Fathers, Living Still,” and “In spendingmost of his time in his small acceptionallygood.
the Cross of Christ 1 Glory.”
but complete workslrop, which is a
iig and that is, the city attorney
part of the dwelling.It is well worth
will in the future hold no other
Seminary Notes.
one’s time to visit Mr. Johnson if for
FIRM IS PROSPEROUS.
no other reason than to see what a
conflicting public or private office
The Adelphic society met last
The stockholders of the Thompson man can accomplishwhen his heart is
ManufacturingCo., which was organ- in his work, for the aged genius has Tuesday atthe home of Dr. Beards- while acting as city attorney. In
ized about fourteenmonths ago by some really fine instruments to show
lee. Mr. Reinhart led the prayer this decision Mr. Stephan gains a
Cliff Thompson, held their annual as the fruits of his labor.
meeting. Dr. Kolyn read a paper victory as that is one of the main
meeting, at which they re-elected: C.
Mr. Johnson uses only the best of
Li
M. McLean,
president; C. Ver Schure, material in the construftjionof his on “The Missions of the Early reasons his communication was
vice president, and C. E. Thompson, violins. He keeps a strict lookout in Catholic Chnrch.
presented.
secretary and treasurer.The above all the lumber and log yards in the
Rev, Pieters of Japan, is giving
city
and
when
he
sees
an
exceptionofficers, with the addition of George
No matter whether the saloon or
a series of lectures to the students
E. Kollen and W. W. Hanchett, were ally good, clear piece of wood be buys
no
saloon question carries at the
of the Seminary on the Mission
elected directors. At a meeting of the it on the spot and works it into his
instruments
in
the
way
to
do
the
most
polls
this spring, Holland will be
work of the Reformed Church in
directorsC. E. Thompson, was elected
boor. Birch, sycamore or button- Japan. J
general manager.
wetter than ever both for man and
The Thompson Manufacturing Co. wood, walnut, pine and maple are
Students will preach on Feb. 5: beast, but it will be- the drink
used
according
to
Mr.
Johnson’s
judgis fitted throughoutwith new modern
machinery and is classed with the ment. All of his violins are sweet, Forest Grove, Haverkamp; Vries- that cheers and not inebrates.
largest closet tank and seat manu- clear toned and will compete with the land, Van Westenbrugge;Kalamamodern drinking fountains will be
facturersin the state. The manager's best.
zoo, Bethany, Duven; Harlem,
report shows that the company startFlikkema; Dunningville, De Witt; installed in differentparts of the
Sentenced to Seven Years
ed to ship in March, 1910, and that
Jamestown, Petterson; Muskegon, c'ly an(^ 4 large fountainsfor horthey have had a steady, increasing demand for their product, the company Sevmour, the horsetbief, captured First, Laman; Muskegon, Second, ! ses will be placed at a cost of $600.
being- on a paying basis from the at Jamestown by Deputy Sheriff Sal- Walvoord; Decatur, Wolterink; This is the work of Alderman jell
isbury was sentenced to Jackson Constantine, Roggen; Ada. Schut;
start.
J
The outlook for 1911 is very bright. prison for a term not less than three
Holland, First, afternoon,Meeter;
The company is starting this year nor more than fifteen years with a
The committee who had charge
Zeeland, First, evening, Meeter.
with a well organizedcompany, havrecommendation
of
seven
and
one
of
the question .of paying taxes
ing an established name, and they
have orders on their books for 1911 half years.
twice a year are not yet ready to
Will Go to Mexico
business amounting to more than they
Dick Riemersma, the man wanted
report.
They are going to recomshipped the entire past ten months. for the assault and robbery of Mike
Sheriff Andre has received word
The directorsdeclareda 3 per cent McCarty gave himself up to the
mend
that the change be not made.
from the Mexican authoritiesthat
cash dividentl and directed the rest police Wednesday morning. Riem- Richard H. Post who is held a pris- But they want more definale fig.
of the earnings to be placed in the
ersma had been in Chicago- He ad- oner there, and^who has been very ures to substanciatetheir position.
reserve fund.
mits taking the money but denies ill with tyhoid fever in a hospital
Bids were opened by the city
GOT A FIVE-DOLLAR WIFE. assaultingMcCarthy. He demand- adjacent to the prison at Monterey clerk for the grading of East 9th
j n r'
John Vandcrmeulen, aged 40, who ed a hearing this morning which has so far recoveredas to be able
has just been married to Esther Sas, will take place next Tuesday- This travel. The sheriff will leave for slreet and P* F* Boone IS the lu£*y
aged 17, has not only a bride, but he is conclusive evidence that he means Mexico as soon as his own health bidder at 13 J cents per square yard,
has some of his friends’ good money to stand trial.
permits Wm to travel to bring the! K. Buurma and H. P. Zvremer
and a chance for the first time of
young real estate plunger back to brought in bids for 14! and John
playing even with a number who have
Large Audience Hears Flowers
stand trial on an indictment of for Verhoef 15J.
often played hyn for the “goat,” much
to their amusement and his discomfitThe
attendance
at the Montaville geryAlderman Drinkwater raised
ure.
On a Saturday night Vandcrmeulen Flowers lecture at Carnegie gymnas- Born to Mr. and Mrs. Martin Cain because a light is not being
dubbed “goodeye” by the jokers about ium shows that the people of' Holtown because he had a poker eye suf- land want a Y» M. C. A. building as Crbwmer, 685 Michigan avenue placed on Fifth and Central avp,
Monday evening— triplets—three as was recommended sometime
ficiently bad to get the little end of
much as one is needed. About 1000
girls. This is believed to be the
the game every time he Engaged in it
with the gang, went to deliver some of Hollands* citizens attended the first case of triplets being born in, ago. ‘‘If that light had ‘been
refreshmentsat the home of John lecture and elected a committee of this city- All three of the newcom- there a hold up would not have
Sas, where was to occur that night the ninu businessmen to take the mattaken place as it did a week ago."
marriage of Sas and Mrs. Anne Penne. ter in charge. The members of the ers are bright and healthy and show
every indication of continuing to be says Drinkwater.
As he carried his load of liquor inside Mrs. Penne bantering ' said: committee chosen are: W. W. Han- so.
The aldermen all bought tickets
“Why dont’ you get married, John?” chett, Fred Tilt, Henry Geerlingr,
“I would," replied the brunt of Mr. Rsap. Congressman Diekema,
Nicholas Tanes of Fremont is in for the Y. M.C. A. Lecture and
numerous jokes, “but no one would Dr. J. O.Bcott, G. Mokma, Con De the city visiting friends.
adjouned.
MAKES VIOLINS.

jem3

to

JOHN HOFFMAN, Prop

costs

HOLLAND MAN

•

VAN’S

and

ment plan, over a period of two
land papers proclaim that he has made
\ Tracy Askins, Mityo Hadden, months or so. Several bases were
good at his first meeting Supervisor
oqsman will at least get the credit of Clarence Lokker, Frank V. Smith sighted in the report, but the whole
and Purlier Burkholder formed an
being wide-awake.
matter resolveditself into a rec.
entertaining German band.

—

Lot

pr. at-..- $1.75 pr.

price $2.50, at

Lot

$1.40

7^2 pr-

•

:i

Lot 18-^2 pr. reg. price

Lot 6—6 pr. reg. price
at

'

price 4.50, at $3.25 pr’

$2.00 pr. at.... $1.40 pr.

$2.00 pr.

.

Lot 17—3 1-2 pr. regular

price 1.75, pr. at 1.25 pr.

Lot

'

$2.00 to $18.00
‘

Lot

’

!

tion

Lot 16—6 pr. reg. price

$1.50 pair, at- $1.10 pr.

atten-

mo-

1

'

m2

AND CITY

K'

m

were present except H.
Toledo, Ohio. Mr.
v
years of age and Mrs. K
enty-three. They an
health and were ii»

K

many

K

ivit of

f

ighty

'

•

•

t i

"nts of

North Blendon
years
< ihr<

t

te Dr.
I'T t8
widow

I

11

From
Farmer Dockrldge was hastily awakened In the dead of night by Alf, the
farm servant, who told him the barn
was on Are. Instructing Alf to blindfold the horses and lead them out
through the back door If there was
time enoughj he hurriedly donned hla
trousers, rushed Into the kitchen,
grabbed up a screw driver and ran

John,

out to the bar®.
The roof was burning fiercely, but
'1 l I this he dashed Into the building and began
with frantic haste to unscrew the
afternoon at one o’cl'lr )'ii the
Christian Reformed clni,cii Zee- hinges of the smooth pine door that
opened Into the corn bln.
land, Rev. J. B. Jonkm • 1 I BorAlf had succeeded in getting the
culo officiating.Inter muh vh|| be
horses out safely, and the sparks were
ct the Zeeland m- ifalling round the old man. but ha
stuck to his task until he had finished
Hamilton
It, and emerged from the burning
barn carrying the door just as the
Mr. Joseph Felley wi.o h
been
roof fell In.
seriously ill with an at ark
lung
"That’s a good deal of risk to taka
fever is rapidly recov- rt. g
for the sake of saving a bit of fireJames Martin, Jake F 'mg and wood," commented a neighbor who
Charles Burnett took
tie wrest- had been awakened by the flames and
ling bout in Grand Rapid- h-t Sat- had run over to see if he could be of
,

1

imllioiI'aires

REAPING BENEFIT

It From
the Flames, for It Bore His A©*
counts for Six Years.

(lent

beautiful gifts

John Ter Horst, nt>
died
at his home her,
Zeeland
weeks illness 01 hear'
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Martin
ceased was a residenKrikke— a daughter; to Mr. and
years and is survive,
Mrs. H. Roelofs— a daughter; to
and five children , J
Mr. and Mrs. John Kleynstra— a

BARN DOOR WORTH SAVING

SSsV- Farmer Dockrldge Rescued

>x

NEWS

the

Experience o(
People

must

unite

HIHITE DEITY IN BRONZE

Humorist Calls on Thsm to Stand To* •Utuettt of Qoddeaa Is Dlscoversd
gether Against th« Arrogancsof
Egypt Which May Be of tho
the Laboring Clasaea.
Tim# of Joseph.
Holland

Never baa the arroganceof the lar
From Cairo comes news of the disto be boring classes stood out so painfully covery of%a bronze statuettewhich
able to profit by the experience of as at present The garmentmakera may be of the time when Joseph was
have struck, our brass polishers have sold Into Egypt It seems to be the
our neighbors. The public utterstruck, machinists and taxicabbies first discovered specimen of a Hlttlte
ances 01 Holland residents on the
have struck, and now the poison haa deity executed In the round.
following subject will interest and
infected even the messenger boys.
It represents a goddess standing
benefit thousands of our readers.
Fellow-millionaires:United we upon the back of a lion, whose tongue
Read this statement. No better stand, divided we fall. Let us now Is protruding and tail turned up. The

We

are fortunate indeed

proof can be had.

make a solemn covenanttogether.Let goddess wears the Cappadocianor Hitus,, the masters, the employers of •la- tite style of tiara and carries in her
Harm Volkers of New Gronigen
Raalte Ave., Holland, Mich., says; bor, strike. Let us discharge from our arms an Infant held to the breast.
employ every laboring man on the pay
No features of the work denote an
bought the residenceof Mrs. Lies"I have taken Doan’s Kidney Pills
roll, from the second hairdresser to Egyptianartist, but all point to Syria,
man across from the brickyard for
and my experience has been so satthe youngest helper in the shops. Man and it Is almost a precise copy of the
$2,000 and will soon occupy the
isfactory that I can recommend and boy, woman and child, let them be Hlttltereliefs upon the ruined palaces
them. I was troubled greatly by cast out. Let us pay no more taxes to at Boghaz, Kenol and elsewhere, In
borne.
dull pains in my kidneys and a a government which has refused to which the gods stand upon the backs
Mr. and Mrs. B. Van Eenenaam
constant backache made me miser- protect us, and thereby throw out of of animals. The proportions given to
and children visited friends in
able. The kidney secretions' were work the horde of policemen, soldiers, the body and the arrangement of the
Grand Rapids Thursday.
also unnatural. Doan’s Kidney constabulary, and the like who now hair are alap Syrian, but the shotis
• D. F. Boonstra returned from
have not the upturnedtoes usual with
live on our bounty.
Pills, procured at Geo. L. Lage’s
Martin, Mich., after spending sevThen, fellow-mllllonalres,scorning Hlttlte figures.
Drug Store gave me prompt and
eral days on business.
Should this statuette be accepted as
the assistance of all these turbulent
lasting relief and improved my
elements, let us deprive them of their of Hlttlteworkmanship It will give supm
On a special car, about 30 young
condition in every way. You are jobs by sowing our own wheat, knead- port to the Old Testament statements
people of the Reformed church of
at liberty to continue the publica- ing our own bread, making our own as to the existence of Hittltes In southany use.
Grandville arrived here last Friday urday evening.
tion of the testimonial I gave in clothes, and building our own houses. ern Palestine and will tend to show
"Firewood!" exclaimed F’armer
evening and went to the home of
Miss Belle Selby nt Dunning.
December, 1900 in favor of this
Make no mistake;I call for a gen- that the Hyksos or shepherd kings
Dockrldge, pointing to the pencil
Rev. and Mrs. William Moerdyk, ville is again clerkingfor drs. R.
eral strike. Let the mob manage as who reigned for centuries In North
remedy.”
marks that covered the door. "See
to urge Mr. Moerdyk to accept the Siple after several
absence. them Aggers? There’s all my busiFor sale by all dealers. Price best they may. If they starve because Egypt were liittites or of an allied
race.
call to their church. He did not
50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., we will not give them work, their
Ada Harmsen of Holland was ness accounts for the last six years.
blood
will
be
upon
their
own
heads.
•yr give them a definite answer.
That door's worth more than the Buffalo, New York, sole agents for
in town Monday.
Millionairesof the world, unite! You
whole barn!"— -London Telegraph.
the United States.
The annual meeting of the FarmMrs. Elmer visited in Allegan
have nothing but your property to lose, FAMILY BIBLE OBSOLESCENT
Remember the name — Doan’s
‘ er’s Mutual Fire Insurance com- Monday.
and you have a fresher, fairer, finer
and
take no other.
pany of Ottawa and Allegan counworld to gain!— Puck.
Publisher Says the Trade in That
The trains on this branch have SPEAKING VOICE IMPORTANT
Once Popular Form of the Sacred
ties was held here electing officers been very irregular lately owing to
Book is Dying Out.
Falls Victim to Theives
as follows: A. G. Van Hees, presi- trains on the main lines.
When Its Correct Use Has Been
INDIANS
THEIR
DEAD
dent; Henry Weber, vice president
Learned the Developmentof the
S. W. Bends, of Coal City, Ala.,
Dr. Carney Fisher of Holland
Philadelphiapublishing house
L. Pikaart, M. Felon, John LubSinger Is Easier.
has a justifiablegrievance.Two How the Hopla and Navajos Bury the that makes a specialty of the sacred
was in town Tuesday.
bers, G. J. Brower and Albert
thieves s'ole his health for twelve
book says the iamliy Bible trade Is
Deceased and Provide for
Few singers, students, or even years. They were a liver and kidBosch, directors.
lingulshing.The Bible continues to
Their Souls.
Beaverdam.
teachers
of
singing,
pay
enough
atThis company now has a membe the best sellar, but It is no longer
ney trouble. Then Dr. King’s
tention to the speaking voice. The
Miss J. Vinke,
bership of 2.950. Net amount at
the immense volume that stood on
The
Hopl
Indian
believes
that
the
New Life Pills throttled them.
with teacher and hlfi pupil are together so He’s well now. Unrivaled for souls of all deceased adults go to the the parlor center table, and contained
fisk is $6,771,235. The cash bal- died after a two days
little— a brief half-hour or two each
t p-r
ance at close of preceding year pneumonia at ihe h.in
Grand Canon. When a man dies a marvelousslum engravings of the towweek — and there are so many things Constipatioo, Malaria, Headache,
ents, MV. and Mrs J \
1 ihtgrave Is dug. The nearest relativeof er of Babel and the fall of Nineveh
was $3,31 1.23.
demanding attention that there seems Dypepsia. 25c. Walsh Drug Co.,
the deceased carries the body to the and had room lor all the family recplace. Funeral «e v
held almost no time for consideration of
H. R. Doesburg, Geo. L. Lage.
- A rather small, hut very apprecigrave, places It In a sitting posture ords. The thing now is a thin paper
-ti .<
last Thursday fmm
th,e speaking voice. Yet consistency
ative audience was royally enterfacing the Grand Canon, erects a long student edition with flexiblecovers,
Reformed church, K
V
K tz-r, demands that a br.d habit of voice use
tained in ihe assembly room of the
pole between the legs, locks the dead concordanceai d notes and all suited
pastor, officiality
in speech shall be corrected so that
man's fingers around it and fills tho to the overcoat pocket. It hasn't room
Zeeland High school las*. Friday
*3.00,
Three accidentsh
red the use of the voice in conversation
grave. To the top of the pole, pro-, for any family history,but it can be
night by the Concert Orchestra of
shall not retard lye perfection of the
J.»h.
trudlng above the ground, he ties one introduced Into a stiugy city flat with^^lolland. The Junior class planned from fads on ih>- icv
singing voice.
tr m a
end
of a string and leads the other out crowding the family.
Van
Vingeren
is
stiff r
, jumusirAl program benefit. Though
I am often aslreff If the process of
The passing of the family Bible Is
end In the direction of the Grand
s >
ins
a
broken
arm.
Nell e
>- it was.^i:Bewand untried venture
tone production U the same In speakBest in the World
significant of an interesting change
Canon.
At
tho
end
of
four
days
It
is
£ j they met with a large degree of fractured collar bone and Mrs ing and singing. 1 answer that It
UNION
believed tbe soul leaves the body, in the keeping of vital statistics. Rec-nd should be the same. When the voice
Homer (Vanden Buy - I'l'i
MADE
|s-' -.success.
climbs the pole, and with the string ords of births, deaths and marriages
' w.tter, Is correctly used In speech it will reEach member of the orchestra fell with a boiling ken
Boys9
to guide It goes to Us eternal home have ceased to be a family and bequire not different, but merely ampliscaldingherself most
t In
come a state function. It Is done bet•showed himself to be a real musicIn the canon.
Shoes
fied treatment for singing. UnquesThe Navajos, on the contrary, are ter and more completelythan In the
ian. The nrohestra is very well
tionably the young person who has a
Central Park
very superstitiousabout handling oM days and the records are more
balanced. The solos by the lead
correct use of voice In speech will find
dead bodies. They believe that the useful to the public. That fact need
^ er, Hemaan Brouwer, Ed, Stephan John, the two- hi.'M -on of It less difficult to dovelop a good singnot prevent our dropping a tear at
evil spirit that kills the person hovers
•«.iAcd ^racey Askins were roundly Mr. and Mrs Fred V - f Central ing voice, than ont who has an incorthe passing of an old cherished instiaround
the
hogan,
as
they
call
their
rust Color Eyelets Used
applauded. Every number given Park scalded himsed v > h„dly h\ rect
lodge, awaitingother victims, and a tution.— Success Magazine.
W. L Douglas shoes are the lowest
Deep
breath
control,
pliable
organs
was well received.
overturning a bowl of hot gravy,
hogan
in which a death occurs is
price, quafity considered,in the world.
Zeeland talent assisted the or- spilling the contents on bis face of articulation,and full, or complete, Their excellent style, easy fitting and never occupied again. Navajo hogans
That Did It.
vowel pronunciation, are the funda- long wearing qualities excel those of are always built with the entrance
chestra making a program of un- and chest that he died in th< evemental requisites of correct speech other makes. If you have been paying facing the east. When a death occurs
"The hardest audience In the world
usual quality and the Zeeland peo- ning. Short funeral se v,ces were
and correct singing alike. When the high prices for your shoe*, the next time In one of them an opening is Invari- to play to Is an audience of typical
ple predict for the orchestra a very held last Saturday morning at the speaking voice of a singer is not so you need a pair give W. L Douglas shoes
ably made In the north side. There- first-nighters,"said the theatrical
successful future.
home by Rev. Niles alter which prpduced,Its use in conversationia a trial. You can *ave money on your fore, when one sees a hogan with the manager. "The first-nighters are mostfootwear and get *hoes that are just as
The Zeeland Indoor Base Ball the body was taken to Muskegon snre to retard the perfection of the good in every way as those that have north side knocked out he may be ly deadheads, and. those who pay
their way are of the blase type, hard
singing tone.
for burial.
certain someone haa died In 1L
team has been reorganized in this
been costing you higher prices.
to enthuse. 1 have In mind one mau
Outing.
If you could visit our large factories
city with the followingplayers;
In particular who never misses a
Jamestown
at Brockton, Mass., and see for yourself
Deg's Faithfulness.
Vanden Berg, Thur^on, Slabbefirst night, and who, to hear him talk,
how
carefully W. L Douglas shoes are
The Btoiy of a dog's fidelity was
korn, Willard, F. Vander Weide
Mrs. J. Wyaard, aged 80 \ears,
gets about as much enjoyment out of
Prayer Ten CenturiesOld.,
made, you would then understand why
and G. Vander Weide. Barense, suffered a siryke o! -pupt-xv and told when the coroner for North West- they hold their shape, fit better and
Among the documents and manu- It as be would out of an attack of
moreland (Eng.) held an Inquest on
wear longer than other makes.
scripts taken by the Pelliot Mission mumps. I put on a comedy last seaKruit and Titus. Any team wish- died at the hom- of h- r (Dughter,
CAl'TIoa
—
w.
I.
Douglas
name
and
price
is
the body of William Wharton, a
Hi on the
tlie bottom to prouciine
protecMhe wrarer
vrraier_SKaln*t of France from a cave In Chinese son that was one of the big money
ing to play with them can write or Mrs. Room in Jamestown DeitAini"*!
Westmoreland old age pensioner, who high ptl'-e* and InftHor atioes. Take N o Sul
telephone F. J. Titus, the Jeweler. ceased was born in the Netherlands dropped down dead after recording hia tute. If W. L Donglaishoes are not for sale In tout Turkestan,where they had lain dur- makers of tbe year. The first-night
Vicinity,write for Mall Order Catalog. W.U Douglas, ing ten centuries,is a curious manuaudienceregarded it as mourners athat.-r BT
Rev. Van Herrgnen suffered a and is survived by eight ch Idren vote In the Parliamentaryelection. Brockton, Masa. —
script recordedby the French Acad- tending the obsequiesof a dear destroke of apoplexy Monday from and several grandchildren.Fun- Wharton, who lived alone at Sbap,
emy of Sciences. Tbe manuscript is parted. I met thla particular one I
walked to Morlknd to vote, and set
8
which he was unconscious all day. eral services were held from the
In one of the oldest known Hebrew speak of in the lobby after th^ pei^
Christian Reformed church at Oak- off home again late at night. Next
texts. It is a prayer forgied of pas- fomjance.
He is about 50 years of age.
morning half a dozen woodmen found
land, Rev. Walkotten, pastor, of
sages taken from the Psalms and
" ‘Well, what did you think of it?' I
the body by the roadside In a gutter.
While working in the celery, ficiating.
from the prophets, written In beauti- said. ‘Pretty funny,
j
The old man's dog was lying over the
Marvin Steffens cut a deep gash in
ful square Hebrew, with a very rydi" ’One of the funniest Ihlngs I ever
body and guardingIt. The body had
his chin.
physician attended
mentary system oi vocalization. Evi- saw,’ he admitted. 'In fact, It was so
Crisp
lain there all the night In stormy
him.
dently the manuscriptwas carried on funny I had to read the Jokes on th*
J. Lievense and H. Vander Belt weather. Informationwas given to
the person of the man who owned It program to ksep from laughing.”*
Mr. and Mrs. B. Kamps were
of Crisp spent Saturday m Zeeland. the police,but when an attempt was
Hebrew scholars believe that the doccalled to Holland Monday evenmade to touch the body the dog beument dates from tbe eighth or ninth
On Wedne-day evening, Feb. 15, came so ferocious that no one dared
ing hv the serious illness of Mrs
Gladstoneand the Heckler.
century of the Christian era; and that
I
P. H. Brouwer of Zeelai I will go near It, and before the dead man
John Kamps.
Mr. Gladstonewas altogether IntolIt belonged to a pious Jewish mergive a musical entertainnit
ihr could be removed the officers had to
chant of Arabia. No such paper was erant of the heckler.During hls last
Mr. K, Venhuizen of Holland schoolhouse at Crisp,
>li be
send for the old man’s neighbor, who
known In Arabia In either the eighth Midlothiancampaign he was quesvisited Zeeland friends Monday.
assisted by the Crisp band an ; oth- knew the dog. and succeededIn coaxor the ninth century, therefore It is tlbned by Sir, then Mr., John Usher of
supposed that the manuscript was Norton, who had once been GladMr. Meengs of Vriesland visited ers. He will also give a musical ing It to quietness.
transcribed for Its owner when he waa stone’s chairman of committee, on the
entertainment
in
the
townhall
at
LwnbmgOrSolatkjm.Ooul,
Nou.
friends in this city Monday.
In China, wjjere such paper was to be subject of the Irish proposals, which
rmlgla, Kidney Trouble
Jamestown where he will be assistThe Siamese Cat.
Walter Dyke, aged 17, of Zeesundered so many political friendlound. — Harper’sWeekly.
ed by the Jamestown band and a
Siamese cats, with their curious
land was found at about nine
Ion for both Internaland e»
ships. To one or two inquiriesa curt
markings
and
loud,
discordant
voices,
male quartet on February 8.
reply was given. "Am I to undero'clock Monday evening lying unare favorite pets.
How Clouds Are Colored.
stand"— Mr. Usher was beginning.
conscious on the Interurban tracks
In many respects these animals of stance and assistsnature In restoringthe its*
Life Saved at Death's Door
The color of a cloud depends on “Understand!" The old statesman
Dear his home on West Main street.
Siamese breed are unique among fel- tern to a healthy condition. Sold by drunlsts.
One Dollar per bottle,or sent prepaid noon the manner in which the sunlight leaped to his feet "I am responsible
He was taken to the office of Dr. “I never felt so near my grave,” ines. They follow their owners like receipt
of price If not obtainable in your locality.
falfs upon it and the position of the
for the understandingthat the AlRigterink and later removed to his writes W. R. Patterson,of Wel- dogs; they are exceedingly affection- J. 0. BENBOlf, Sardis, Tran., vrltsst •Toor “t- observer. It will be noticed that
mighty
has put In this skull of mine,"
DROPS”
hu
enrsd my wlf* of Rkramatlsm and Krarate and Insist upon attention, and aUjU^aad 1 want to Mythat It 1* worthy on# bondrsd
- home. His face was badly lacer- lington, Tex., as when a frightful
high clouds are always white, or tapping his forehead. "I am not rea t»(U* Insuad of only on* doQar."
they
mew
loudly
and
constantly,
aa
If
ated and it is feared that he is in- cough and lung trouble pulled me
light In color, and thla Is because the sponsible," pointing hls finger at the
light by which they are seen Is re- questioner, "for the understanding
jured internally although it is down to 100 pounds, in spite of trying to talk. They have more vivacity and less dignity than usually falls
flectedfrom the under surface by the that he has put in that skull of yours."
hoped that he will recover. No doctor’s treatment for two years. to the lot of cats.
numberless drops of moisture which The effect of this rebuke was overone seems to know just how the ac- My father, mother and two sisters
In color they vary from pale fawn
go to fpnn the cloud.
whelming. Mr. Usher sank speechless
cident happened. The boy had died of consumption, and that I through shades of brown to chocolate.
Heavy rain clouds, on the other into his seat.
been skating and had come home am alive today is due solely to Dr. There are two varieties,the temple
hand, are found much nearer the
on the car. It is supposed that he King’s New Discovery, which com- cats and the palace cats, the princiearth, and so the light falls on them
WRITE TO-DAY for a trial bottle oTt-Drap*
fell in getting off the car and that pletely cured me. Now I weigh pal difference between the two being
Names In Samoa.
and test It yourself. We will gladly send It 10 more directly from above, giving a
that
the
palace
breed
Is
darker
In
187
pounds
and
have
been
well
and
yon
postpaid,absolutelyfree.
the point of one of his skates may
Travelersvisiting Samoa are puzsilver lining to the cloud, though the
*
strong for years.” Quick, safe, color.
have inflictedthe injury.
SWAItOI IHEMATM BURK MINOT,
under surface appears black, owing zled at first by the fact that many
sure, its the best remedy on earth
Dept 80 17* Lake Street,Chicago
to the complete reflection < and ob- boys bear feminine names, while girls
The children and grandchildren
for coughs, colds, lagrippe, asthma
sorption of the light by the upper lay- as frequently have masculine names.
A Few Words on Loafing.
of Mr. ard Mrs. Jacob Kievit of
ers. Seen from above by an observer The visitorlearns after awhile, howcroup, and all throat and lung
Don't loaf. Idleness Is the root of
RKMEMBER THE NAME
Zeeland surprised their parents and
In a balloon the blackest rain clouds ever, that this confusing use of names
troubles. 50c & $1.00. Trial bot- much evil, and uncheerfulness Is one
look possessionof their house on
appear of the most dazzling brilliant instead of being due to ignoraneeis
of
the
shoots
from
the
root
There
is
tle free. Guaranteed by Walsh
in reality the result of a native cusMaple street in order to, help the
whit*.
no
such
thing as idleness in nature.
Drug Co., H. R. Doesburg, Geo.
tom which is highly poetic.
old folks celebrate the fiftieth anThe worlds that glitter in ’the arch
L. Lage.
Thus if a girl la born soon after
of the heavens are ever moving. The
niversaryof their wedding day. A
Being In Debt
the death of a brother the letter’s
moon
never
stays
in
one
place.
The
bounteous repast was spread and a
A Cough
There Is a restaurant In New York name is given to her in the belief that
restless sea moans In and out over
glad circle surrounded the parental
where the waiters do their level best his spirit and all his good qualities
the harbor bar. The rivers gurgle and
board. Wm. Kievit 0! Grand Rap- Is adanger signal and should not
to make old customers sign check! have been transferred to her. On
splash aa they journey to the sea.
ids, the eldest son, acted as toast, be neglected.Take Dr. Bell’s
for meals Instead of paying cash. Th*
other hand, If a boy Is born after the
The trees change their costumes
master and the evening was spent Pine-Tar-Honey at once. It al- twice a year, and grow
moment a customer hesitates at sight death of a slater he takes the letter’s
little
of the total, or evinces a tendency to name and, as the Samoans believe,
in living over the old times. They lays inflammation, stops the cough throughout most of the year. The
count the money in his pocket and all her lovable traits become his.
birds never roost at noonday, and
decided to make the reunion an an- and heals the membranes.
sigh, a waiter is sure to shove a pencil
man Is tbe only animal who over*
Dual event. Mr. Kievit came to
Into his hand and actually coax him to
sleeps himself.
this country from the Netherlands
Sutherland’iEagle Eye Salve
Drew the Line.
"hang up" the check. L
over fifty years ago and the family
“Why, course you ought to sign "Maybe she won’t like me any mor%
Is the best eye remedy ever offered
passed ’^trough many .interesting
Quite In Keeping.
checks," Is the way one of the temp- but I can’t help It"
It is a snow white
"Queer, wasn’t it? It was at the
experiences during that time. lhe.Pub'lc
"What happened?"
ters put It the other day; "nobody
ointment painless, harmless and mouth ef the river—"
There are five childrenwho are livamounts to anything In New York till
"Her pet poodle waa under the mis*
tleboe and I failed te take the chance.1*
he owes somethlnf."
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"Behold the woman!" said Sister
deep tones.
She reached a long arm and swept
aside the curtain of the alcove. In
there was a shrine, lit to a glow of
soft color by the light pouring
through
stained glass window.
Within a deep niche In the bare stone
wall stood an Image of the Virgin
Mary, the color of pure gold.
Dumars, a conventionalCatholic,
succumbedto the dramatic in the
act. He knelt for an Instant upon the
(Copyright by Aln&lee MagazineCo.)
.
stone flags, and made the sign of the
OBBINS, reporter *or the esty, while Madame was, of course, cross. The somewhat abashed yRobPicayune, and Dumare, of disconsolate.
bins, murmuring an indistinctapoloThen it was that Robbins and Du- gy, backed awkwardly away. Sister
L’Abellle— the old French
newspaper that has mars, repreesntlngtheir respective Fellcite drew back the curtain, and
buzzed ‘for nearly a cen- Journals, began one of tnose pertina- the reporters departed.
tury— were good friends, cious' private investigations which, of
On the narrow stone sidewalk of
well proven by years of late years, the press has adopted as a Bonhomme street.Robbins turned to
ups and downs together. means to glory and the satisfactionof Dumars, with unworthy sarcasm.
They were seated where public curiosity.
"Well, what next? Churchy law
they had a habit of meet"Cherchezla femme," said Dumars. fern?"
ing— In the little,Creole"Thin's the ticket!" agreed Rob
"Absinthe," said Dumars.
haunted cafe of Madame bins. "All roads lead to the eternal
Tlbault,
Dumaine feminine. We will find the woman."
With the history of the mlssln®
•treet. If you know the piece, you
They exhausted the knowledge of
money thus partially related, some
will experience a thrill of pleasure In
the staff of Mr. Morin’s hotel, from
conjecturemay be formed of the
recalling It to mind. It Is small and the bell-boy down to the proprietor.
dark, with six little polished tables, They gently, but Inflexibly,pumped sudden Idea that Madame Tlbault’s
at which you may sit and drink the the family of the deceased as far as words seemed to have suggestedto
Robbins'brain.
best coffee In New Orleans, and con- his cousins twice removed. They artWas it so wild a surmise— that the
coctions of absinthe equal to Saxe- fully sounded the employes of the
religious fanatic had offered up his
rac's best. Madame Tlbault, fat and late Jeweler, and dogged his customwealth—or. rather, Madame Tibault's
Indulgent, presides at the desk, and ers for informationconcerning his
takes your money. Nlcolletteand habits. Like bloodhounds, they trared —in the shape of a material symbol
Meme, madarae’s nelces, in charming every step of the supposed defaulter, of his consuming devotion? Stranger
things have been done In the name
bib aprons, bring the desirable bev- as nearly as might be. for years along
of worship. Was it not possible that
erages.
the limited and monotonous paths he
the lost thousands were molded Into
Dumars, with true Creole luxury, had trodden.
that lustrous image? That the goldwas sipping his absinthe, with halfAt the end of their labors, Mr. smith had formed it of the pure and
closed eyes, In a swirl of cigarette Morin stood, an Immaculate man.
smoke. Robbins was looking over the Not one weakness that might be precious metal, and set it there,
through some hope of a perhaps dismorning Pic., detecting,as young re- served up as a criminal tendency, not
porters will, the gross blunders in one deviation from the path of rectithe make-up, and the envious blue- tude, not even a hint of a predilection
penciling his own stuff had received. for the opposite sex, was found to be
This Item, In the advertising columns, placed to his debit. His life had
caught his eye, and with an exclama- been as regular and austere as a
tion of sudden Interest he read It monk's; his habits, simple and unconaloud to his friend
cealed. Generous, charitable, and a
“PUBLIC AUCTION— At 3 o'clock model In propriety, was the verdict
this afternoon there will be sold to of all who knew him.
the highest bidder all the common
“What now?" asked Robbins, fingerproperty of the Little Sisters of Sa- ing his empty notebook.
maria, at the home of the Sisterhood,
"Cherchezla femme," sa-ld Dumars.
In Bonhomme street. The sale will lighting a cigarette. "Try Lady Belldispose of the building, ground and airs."
the complete furnishings of the house
This piece of femininitywas the
and chapel, without reserve."
racetrack favorite of the season. BeThis notice stirred the two friends ing feminine, she was erratic In her
to a reminiscent talk concerningan gaits, and there were a few heavy
episode In their Journalistic career losers about town who had believed
that had occurred about two years she could be true. The reporters apbefore. They recalled the Incidents, plied for Information.
went over the old theories, and disMr. Morin? Certainly not. He was
cussed It anew, from the different never been a spectator at the races.
perspective time had brought.
Not that kind of a man. Surprised
There were no other customers In the gentlemenshould ask.
the cafe. Madame’s fine ear had
“Shall we throw It up?" suggested
caught the line of their talk, and she Robbins,"and let the puzzle departcame over to their table— for had It ment have a try?"
not been her lost money— her van“Cherchez la femme,” hummed Duished twenty thousand dollars— that mars, reaching for a match. "Try the
had set the whole matter going?
Little Sisters of What-d’you-call-’ern."
The three took up the long-abanIt had developed, during the invesdoned mystery, threshing over the tigation, that Mr. Morin had held this
old, dry chaff of it. It was in the
benevolent order in particular favor.
chapel of this house of the Little He had contributed liberallytoward
Sisters of Samaria that Robbins and
Its support, and had chosen Its chapel
Dumars had stood during that eager, as his favorite place of private worfruitless news search of theirs,, and
ship. It was said that he went there
looked upon the gilded statue of the dally to make his devotionsat the
Fellcite, suddenly, In

a
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,

^
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can stand half. What you come

bid-

ding against me for?”
"I thought I was the only fool In
the crowd,” explained Robbins.
No one else bidding, the statue was
knocked down to the syndicate *at
their last offer. Dumara remained
with the prize, while Robbins hurried
forth to wring from the resources and
credit of both the price. He soon
jeturnedwith the money, and the two
musketeers loaded their precious
package Into a carriage and drove
with it to Dumars’ room, In old Chartres street, nearby. They lugged It,
covered with a cloth, up the stairs,
and deposited It on a table. A hundred pounds it weighed. If an ounce,
and at that estimate, according to
their calculation, if their daring
theory was correct, It stood there,

Unlted States four psr rent (Old mall power house where current wfli
bond? Tell me — is this n Grimm's be generatedand from which It wfl^
fair tale, or should I consult an ocu- be carried into their homes. Flftseni
list?"
families will share in this modern sy*
At his words. Madame Tlbault and tern of lighting.
Several farmers living ten mlleef
Dumara approached.'
"H what you say?" said madams, west of Atchison have email dynamo*
cheerily. “H’whatf you say, M'sleur on their farms providing electric light
‘

Robtin?' Bon? ( Ah! those nlze 111
peezcs papier! One tarn I think those
w'ut you call calendalr, wlz U'l day|
of tnont’ below. But, no. Those wall,
Is broke In those plaae, M'sleur Robtin, ’ and I plaze those H’l poetea papier to conceal ze crack. I did think
the couleur harm'ntze so well with the
wall papier. Where I get them from?
Ah. yes, I romem' ver' well. One day
M’sleur Morin, ho come at my houze
thass lout one monf before he shall
worth twenty thousand golden dol- die— thr«s ’long ’bout tarn he promise
lars.
fo' Invert’ those money fo* me. M-sleur
Robbins removed the covering, and Morin, he leave thoze H’l peezes papier
In those table, and say ver’ much 'boui
opened his porketknlfe.
“Sacre!’’mutteredDumars, shudder- money thass hard for me to ond-staa.
ing. "It Is the Mother of Christ.What Mnls I never see those money again.
would you do?"
Thass ver’ wicked man. M’sleur Mo"Shut up, Judas!" said Robbins, rin. H’what you call those peezes pacoldly. "It's too late for you to be pier, M’sleur Bobbin’ — bon?"
saved now.
Robbins explained.
With a firm hand, he chipped a slice
‘There’s your twenty thousand dolfrom the shoulder of the imago. The lars, with coupons attached," he said,
cut showed a dull, grayish metal, with running his thumb around the edge
a thing coating of gold leaf.
of the four bonds. "Better get an ex"Lead!" announced Robbins, hurling pert to peel them off for you. Mister
his knife to the floor— “gilded!"
Morin was all right. I’m going out to
“To the devil with it!" said Dumars, got my ears trimmed.
forgetting his scruples. "I must have
He dragged Dumars by the arm Into
a drink."
the outer room. Madame was screamTogether they walked moodily to the ing for Nlcolette and Memo to come
cafe of Madame Tlbault, two squares
observe the fortune returned to her by
away.
M’sleur Morin, that best of men, that
It seemed that madame’s mind had saint In glory.
been sUrred that day to fresh recolleq"Marsy,” said Robbins, T’m going

—

"Thass so, boys,” said madame,
summing up. "Thass ver' wicked
man, M’sieur Morin. Everybody shall
be cert’ he steal those money I plaze
In his hand for keep safe. Yes. He's
boun’ spend that money, somehow."
Madame turned a broad and comprehensive smile upon Dumars. "I ond'stand you, M'sleur Dumars, those day
you come ask me to' tell ev’ythlng I
know 'bout M’sieur Morin. Ah! yes,
I know most time when those men
lose money you say, 'Cherchez la
femme’— there Is somewhere the woman. But not for M'sleur Morin. No,
boys. Before he shall die, he is like
one saint. You might’s well, M'sleur
Dumars, go try find those money In
those statue of Virgin Mary that
M'sleur Morin present at those p’tite
eoeurs, as try find one femme."

Tlbault’s vanished thousands.
New Orleans will readily recall to
mind the circumstances attendant
upon the death of Mr. Gaspard Morin,
in that city. Mr. Morin was an artistic goldsmith and jeweler, In the
old French quarter, and a man held
In the highest esteem. He belonged
to one of the oldest French families,
and was of some distinction as an
antiquaryand historian. He was a
bachelor,about fifty years of age.
He lived In quiet comfort, at one of
those rare old hostelrles in Royal
street. He was found in his rooms

one morning, dead from unknown
causes.

When his affairs came to be looked
Into, It was found tba^ he was practically Insolvent, his stock of goods
and personal property barely— but
nearly enough to free him from censure — covering his liabilities.Following, came the disclosure that he
had been Intrusted with the sum of
twenty thousand dollars by a former
servant In the Morin family, one Madame Tlbault,which she had received
as a legacy from relativesIn France.
The most searching scrutiny by
friends and

the legal authorities
failed to reveal the dispositionof the
money. It had vanished, and left no
trace. Some ieeks before his death,
Mr. Morin had drawn the entire
amount, In gold coin, from the bank
where It had been placed while he
looked about (he told Madame
banlt) tor a safe

fore. Mr.

doomed

to

Morin’*

W

Tl-

InvestmentTherestsmifl

It was found what Mr. Morin had
done with Madame Tlbault’s money,
he feared the tongue of slander would
not be stilled. Sometimes— In fact,
very often— in affairs of this kind
there was— er— as the saying goes—
er— a lady In the case. In absolute
confidence, now— If— perhaps
Sister Fellclte’slarge eyes regarded hlnr solemnly.
“There was one woman," sbe said,
slowly, "to whom he bowed— to whom
he gave his heart"
RfthMns fumbled raotufouslvtar

-

the cloud of dlaho* bis pencil
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a gasoline engine on the place.
The early pioneer way of living and
the modern system are blended on ons
farm. A fanner Is still living In a aod
house built a quarter of a century ago.
He is constructing a new and up-todate home In which he has Installed
a gasoline engine with which to gen*
erate electricity for lighting.
He will not move out of the old sod
house until March next because of it*
warmth and comfort in winter, but bo
is enjoying electric lights In that prim*
itlve dwelling. It is believed this 1*
the only Instance In which a sod houss
has been lighted by electricity.
In the natural gas regions of south*
eastern Kansas the electric light Is
cheaper than gas.— New York Bun.

m

IN

THE MATTER OF DREAMS

may neither be shared nor re-acted,
leaves the listener’s egotism cold? I
do not know, but at the mere words,
"I dreamt," you may see your audltor>
attention dissolve — neither at his will
nor your own— like mist before th*
sun.

Now, Is not this strange, when your
consider how deeply dreams color the'
days of even the sanest of us; how im
dreams we commune with the dead,,
love strangers, marry our enemies,!
light and die; have, in short, all the;
adventures of life In its most poignant,

moods? Yet not even our nearest
and dearest will lend us their ears.
Do we merely need more art? Must
we seek only some method to hold
that dissolvingattention until the full

radiance of the vision can be
sketched out? Or must we all Im-

curtains
screened the alcove. They waited.

was

farms where all the buildings are
of cement concrete and each Is
lighted with electricitygeneratedhy

made

it that the Isolation of p dream, which1

emerge. Heavy, black

Robbins
also profoundly
grieved at the Imputation.But. until

great American desert, there are

Blake— “never may be told." Th«ir(
are among the incomrqunlcableex*periences. Just as a young painter tc
taught not to portray a luminary on
canvas, so a child must be taught not
to describe Its dreams. Better relat*
the dullest true story than the most
thrillingdream. Is It that our audiences are so In love with reality? Is^

nar-

man!

a

of a certain great-aunt that the prohibition was so rigorously enforced. But
I know better now. We were forbid1'
den to tell our dreams because dreams
—even more than the love of William

row doorway in the blank stone wall
that frowned upon Bonhomme street.
An old woman was sweeping the
chapel. She told them that Sister
Fellcite, the head of the order, was
then at prayer at the altar In the alcove. In a few moments sbe would

Morin’s habits, tastes, the friends he
had, and so oq. would be of value
In doing him posthumous Justice.
Sister Fellcite had heard. Whatever she knew would bo willingly
told, but It was very little. Monsieur
Morin had been a good friend to the
-order, sometimos contributing as
much as a hundred dollars. The sisterhood was an Independentone, depending entirely upon private contributions for the means to carry on
Its charitable work. Mr. Morin had
presented the chapel with silver candlesticksand an altar cloth. He came
every day to worship In the chapel,
sometimes remainingfor an hour. He
was a devout Catholic, consecrated
to holiness. Yes, and also In the alcove was a statue of the Virgin that
he had, himself, modeled, cast, and
presentedto the order. Oh, 1^ was
cruel to cast a doubt upon so good a

Recently the town of Troy, fortF
miles north of Atchison, contracted fofj
light from the Atchison plant Aj
trunk line wire was stretched between
the two places, and now twenty-flva
farmers along the route are connect*
Ing their homes with this trunk line. ^
Near Garden City, which
feif
years ago was in the center Of tha

In the house In which I was brought
up, there was a rule that dreams
should not be told at the breakfast
table— a rule which, to my mind,
robbed the meal of Its only poislbls
Interest. I still remember an Impres*
slon of the lawn massed with yellow
lions which I desired particularlyto
share. The table was a large ons,
seating three generations,and I
gained the idea It was on account oC
the prophetic character of the dreams

Thither went Robbins and Dumars,

Soon the curtains were disturbed,
and Sister Fellcite came forth. She
was tall, tragic, bony and plain-featured, dressed In the black gown and
severe bonnet of the sisterhood.
Robbins, a good rough-and-tumble
At Madame Tlbault’s last words,
Robbins started slightly and cast a reporter, but lacking the delicate
keen, sidelong glance at Dumars. touch, began to speak.
They representedthe press. The
The Creole sat, unmoved, dreamily
watching the spirals of his cigarette lady had. no doubt, heard of the
Morin affair. It was necessary, in
smoke.
It was then 9 o’clock In the morn- Justice to that gentleman’smemory,
ing, and, a' few minutes later, the to probe the mystery of the lost
two friends separated, going different money. It was known that he had
ways to their day’s duties. And now come often to this chapel. Any Infollows the brief story of Madame formation, now, concerning Mr.

dairy)

,

Related.

altar. Indeed, toward the last of his
life his whole mind seemed to have
fixed Itself upon religious matters,
perhaps to the detriment of his worldly affairs.

and were admitted through the

homes, barns and

Writer Rebels Against Universal Dio*
turn That They Mutt Ntvsr Bs

:

Virgin.

for their

buildings.

'Is

This a Grimm's Fairy Tale, or Should I Consult an Oculist?"

ordered brain to propitiatethe
and pave the way to his own

tlons of the past services of the two
young men In her behalf.
"You musn’ sit by those table," she

saints,
selfish

glory?

Interposed,as &ey were about to drop
Into their accustomed seats. "Thass
so, boys. But, no. I mek you come at
this room, like my tres bons amis. Yes
I goin’ mek for you myself one anl
sette and one cafe royale ver' fine. Ah!
I lak treat ray fen' nize. Yes. Plis
come In this way."

That afternoon, at five minutes to
three, Robbins entered the chapel
door of the Little Sisters of Samaria.
He saw, In the dim light, a crowd of
perhaps a hundred people gathered
to attend the sale. Most of them
were members of various religiou-orders, priests and churchmen, come to
purchase the paraphernaliaof the

Madame led them into the little hack
chapel, lest they fall Into desecrating room. Into which she sometimes inhands. Others were business men vited the especiallyfavored of her cusand agents come to bid upon the real- tomers. In two comfortable' arnv
ty. A clerical-lookingbrother had chairs, by a big window that opened
volunteeredto wield the hammer, upon the courtyard, she placed them,
bringing to the office of auctioneer with a low table between. Bustling
the anomaly of choice diction and dig- hospitablyabout, she began to prenity of manner.
pare the promised refreshments.
A few of the minor articles were
It was the first time the reporters
sold, and then two assistants brought
had been honored with admission to
forward the Image of the Virgin.
the sacred precincts. The room was
Robbins started the bidding at ten
In dusky twilight, flecked with gleams
dollars. A stout man, In an ecclesiasof the polished, fine woods and burtical garb, went to fifteen. A voice
nished glass and metal that the Crefrom another part of the crowd raised oles love. From the little courtyard
to twenty. The three bid alternately,
a tiny fountainsent In an Insinuatraising by bids of five, until the offer
ing sound of trickling waters, to which
was fifty dollars. Then the stout man
a banana plant by the window kept
dropped out, and Robbins,as a sort time with Its tremulous leaves.
of coup de main, went to a hundred.
Robbins, an Investigator by nature,
"One hundred and fifty," said the
sent a curious glance roving about the
other voiceroom. From some barbaric ancestor,
“Two hundred," bid Robbins, boldly.
madame had Inherited a penchant for
"Two-fifty," called his competitor,
the crude In decoration.
promptly.
The walls were adorned with cheap
The reporter hesitated for the
lithographs— florid libels upon nature,
space of a lightning flash, estimating
how much he could borrow from the addressed to the taste of the bourgeolse — birthday cards, garnlsfinewsboys In the office, and screw from the
paper supplements and specimens of
business manager from his next
art-advertisingcalculatedto reduce
month's salary.
the optic nerve to stunned submis“Three hundred,”he offered.
sion. A patch of something unintelli"Three-fifty,"spoke up the other,
gible in the midst of the more candid
In a louder voice— a voice that sent
Robbins diving suddenlythrough the display puzzled Robbins and he rose
crowd In Its direction,to catch Du- and took a "step nearer, to Interrogate
mars, Its owner, ferociously by the it at closer range. Then he leaned
weakly against the wall, and called
collar.
"You unconverted Idiot!" hissed out:
"Madame Tlbault! 0, madame!
Robbins, close to his ear— "pool!”
"Agreed!" said Dumars, coolly. "I Since when— oh! since when— have
couldn't raise three hundred and fifty yon been in the habit of papering
dollgre with g iqarch warrant, but I your walls with fire thousand dollar
|

1

’

I

_______

____ __

on a jamboree. For three days the esteemed Pic will have to ‘get along
without my valuable services.1 ad.
vise you to Join me. Now, that green
stuff you drink Is no good. It stimulates thought. What we want to do Is
to forget to remember. I’ll Introduce
you to the only lady In this case that
Is guaranteed to produce the desired
results.Her name Is Bello of Kentucky. twelve-year-old Bourbon. In
quarts. How does tho Idea strike
you?"
"AUons! " said
la femme."

Dumars. "Cherchez

prove In a sort of psychological Imagination? Or Is It, as I am inclinedto
think, that something Inherent In the
experience Itself makes It remote, and
that as we must die alone, so we must
dream alone too?— From "Point ot
View," In Scribner’s.
Killed Limit of Deer on One 8hi
In the recent deer hunting se.
In Michigan at least three Upper
ninsula men were successful In
Ing their licenses as the result
single shot. Sheriff Turnbull of
county was one of these. Two
were standingtogether.The sh
1

fired at one. the ball passing
its body
also.

and

Paul Daubs,
ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Mm

killing the other an

fyigola. Dickii

county, found two bucks engage;
a buttle. A shot from Laab’s
killed the spike horn and the other
so weak from tho loss of blood
It expired as soon as released.

ON FARMS

Morning Chores Are Done In Kansas
by the Aid of Electricity—An
Up-to-Date Sod House.
Within ten years electricity will
light a majorityof the farm homes
and country schools and churches of
Kansls, it is predicted.Farm homes
lighted with electricity are now numbered by hundreds.

Professor Hill, superintendent
schools at Crystal Falls, is the t
man who bagged two deer with
shot. One of his trophies was a r
deer, however. The animals had 1
engaged In a battle, during wi
their antlers had become interloc
and one of the combatants was d
Professor Hill shot the living anl;
—St. Louis Globe- Democrat.

With the general use of tho gasoline engine this -has been made possible. Electric light and power comRather Good to Have Aroun<
panies In several of the cities are also
Any kind of a woman In the
making plans by which they can supwould be a nuisance, bnt a j
ply farmers with current from their
woman who kept a powder box, s
trunk lines.
cream Jar and a bottle of violet ’
A notable, case of this sort is found on her desk among the typewritei
at Manhattan, where the power for plies and coyplng Ink was an utti
electricgeneration is furnished by * possibilitythat ought to be en
dam on the Big Blue river, four miles aged to look for a more congenla
from the city.
said the baker's dozen of men
The current generated Is used for have had their own way In that
electric lighting and street car pur- for five years; but when, with
poses in the city of Manhattan, and first freezing of the steam pipes <
farmers living near the trunk line are stuck like glue to Ink and muc
using It in their residences,barns and bottles every time they happem
feed lot*. In the early morning hours, be corked up and the' young wi
when the farmer* feed and care for came to the rescue by limply si
their stock and do the milking, eleoIng some of her cold cream over (
trie light* are found to he very useful.
cork so It would stand In the fc
In a rich farming community ten !for a month without sticking, th
mile* north of Atchison the farmers said maybe a woman who knev
ban decided to have an electriclight tlcal little hlnto Ifltn tV*t “nm1
'

!

Hr

Plftnt 9*

fofr tfP. They will build a

a bad person to hnve around
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MERCHANT'S BANQUET -“InUnity

Bldg.. 8th street. Holland. Mich

There

is

Strength"

V,

r

per year with a discount ol 50c t<
i paying in advance.Rates ol Advertlalru
istl.SO

known upon application-

i

The Merchant’s fourth annual banquet is history, but its spirit lives on.
Those who are asking the question these days, “What is the matter with
Holland?” would have found out at the Merchant’sbanquet that the
watchwordof the merchants of our city is “Progress.”
The G. A. R. Hall was trimmed for the occasion an^ the banquet board
loaded with good things. The tables were beautifully decoratedwith asparagus and carnations. The dainty dish of the evening was the red
flannel dressed chicken which Mat Notier had captured on one of his
country excursionsand brought to the Hoffman Bros, to fix up for the oc-

Entered as second-class matter at the post
at Holland. Michigan, under the act of
Congress March. 1807.
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That City Hall

a man

The daily Sentinel and
with a funny name that

own,

are having a

Hall and aa

hb

‘‘ain’t”

to the honesty of its

News

Mr. A. Harrington started the evening right by instillingthe spirit of
cheerfulnessin every one present. As president of the association he
stands a representative businessman among his fellows. “Cheerfulness,
loyally, cooperation”and kindred terms, were a few of the words that
suggest the wholesome tine of his address to the association. The program, that would have done credit to any banquet was a mental feast to
everyone.
‘‘Fashions in Flowers” was the subject of Mr. Dutton’s toast. He
brought us back to the days of the carpet-bedthat formerly graced the
spacious lawns of large institutions and parks. Their beauty and artis
tic value lies in the color combinations of the flowers and background in
- which the name of the place is spelled- Though old-fashionedwe love
the carpet-bedstill and are assured that it will never go entirelyout of
date- The climax of Mr. Dutton’sspeech was in the sentence“Let us
unite our efforts to make Holland the doweling city of western Michigan.
What Mr. Dutton proposed for the lawns and outside decorations, Bert
Slagh advocated for the home. “The painters and decorators”- says Mr.
Slagh, “have a great deal to do with educating a community in home decorating. He understands the effect of light and shade ou color, of the size
of a room and the many factors which help to harmonize and blend colors;
therefore he should be consultedwhen one desires too beautify the home.”
The suggestion is a good one. An artist knows tbe value of colors better
than the child whose eye is caught by gay ones
Those who know Mat Notier are agreed that he should have been a
“domioe” instead of a businessman. His text was “Success by way of the
Golden Rule.” The works of such a business man. according to Mat, are
that he keeps his part of the walk free from snow and ice, is not everlastingly after the dollar, but also supports every movement that aims to be
beneficial to one’s fellow beings. Was it not this spirit of helpfulness
that suggested the idea to Mr. Notier to shoulder his musket and go in
search nf a red-flunnel-dressed rooster for bis fellow businessmen at the
banquet?

con

etmction. Architectureis Greek
the

casion.

over the Citv

fit

to

is that strange

editor as

namei but common sense tells him
that when the city fathers build so
aconimicallysubstiaciullyand according to contract that the contrac-

go “defunct” their bargaining

tors

is pretty shrewd, even if a tin cornice

does crown their efforts.This

as soon

be replaced with stone

in

there is a little more “tin”

As

em

headdress we understandcan

perial*

to the

as

sight.

honesty or dishonesty

of

the constructionof this building
tad others built by our fathers and

as

forefathers,

man

the

with the

mentioned by

funny name, we

think they are more honestly devised

than the non-de-plume,behind
which this gentlemen of facts and
figures is

hiding- “Cast the beam
man.”

out of thine own eye” “old

One

the very best rolls for

of

breakfast is a prompt roll out of bed.

The ground hog

saw his etc at
but wi i doa’t

N« r are the cleiks to be left out

himself a capable speech

forms

all the duties of a citizen, and
sheer business progress

Some men

views on the ideal businessman are

makes manhood his ideal and not

have the gift of systematizing business,

loose ends together

of gathering the

and bringing uniformityout of chaos. Mr On*

of

the CitizensTelephone Co. advised a system

in Holland finances that
should be received and adopted. Tbe proposed change is the check
voucher that is uniform in size and simplifies business accounting very
much. It is a practical idea and one tnat should not die with the utterance but one that should be put in actual use.
Mr. Davis impersonated "Good-bye Jim, take care of yourself” one of
Whitcomb Riley's inimitable poems. An encore was no less heartily received than the preceding poem. Mr. Davis and Inez Meengs were the
readers of the evening. Miss Meengs* readings were delightful and
showed the possibilitiesof the youthful impersonator.
The spirit of the evening was one of unity and pulling together. Even
men of small stature can have big visions. In a powerful address Heary
Vender Ploeg showed how Holland progressedindustrially, educationally
commercially during the last ten years. He paid a high tribute to the
memory of the late J C Post, through whose efforts Holland and our resorts jumped into existence. Unselfishnessand a love for harmony was
the secret of his success in taising Holland into prominence above our
neighboring towns, and continued the speaker “that should be our spirit
of today”.

The businessmen of Holland are to be praised for their attitude toward
booming Holland for 1911. They are together in the struggle for happier
homes, for better men and women, for continualincrease in business in
every honorable way. Their slogan for this year is “Stand square in the
harness, don’t shove, pull together and ahead”— ‘‘Progress” will be the
watchword.
The News feels that gatherings of this kind are great organizers and
shown on Monday evening if continued will make the
question a»ked “What is the matter with Holland” obsolete. Let each
individual take to heart what he heard there and apply it in his every day
life. Let the suggestionsand the lessons learned there go beyond the
banquet table and when the date for the next year’s banquet rolls around
it will not be a questionso much of “What are we going to do?” but
"What haw been done?” We hope that the seed sown by our worthy citizens will not have beeu ‘’thrown upon atony ground” but will bear fruit in
due season.
the spirit that was

of consideration. Many have an inMr. Stephan of the clerks showed

side track in the science of selling.

7:49 this morning,

maker. His

that he leaves business out of the home, is loyal to the city and state, per-

Here’s 40 Holland's Success!

care.

To pay
bad but

five dollars for a wife isn’t

to pay

alimony

PROMINENT HOLLANE) BUSINESS MEN WHO SPOKE AT THEiBANQUET

to get rid of

her is a differentproposition.

Our own Charles McBride voted

womens suffrage. We are not
surprised, Charles always was a

for

great ladies man.
In Michigan the path of education

lies straight from the little red

achoolhouseat Overisel through
Hope

College.

Mr. Edison

is to

make

telephone

a

a

which will give voices

sound. Heaven
Zalsman calls

help us

up.

louder

when

Fred

?>/

. Because tbe Holland Ice

man has

been laughing at the weather man

is

no sign that we should smile. Our
laugh comes later if

it

comes at

all.

Whoever began the custom

of

spelling “shiver” with only one ‘V’

had no adequate conception of the
horrors of a cold street car.

It took a postal

36

card

years to

go from Connecticutto Indiana. It

grown “smutty” by that
time, and lucky it went to the

must

have

Hcosier State instead of Holland.
There

man
worn
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is said to be a

Kalamazoo who has never
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hat. That’s probably why
wealthy and lives in Kalama-

a

is

zoo.

Even
thing.
York

Col. Roosehim credit for one

tbe enemies of

Yelt must give

In his contest with the

politicianshe has

Fred Beeuwkes, the enterprisof Lokker-Rutgers
Co., made the hit of the evening
by presenting in a very pleasing
manner a poetical take-off on
several of the business firms in
this city. The poem is the result
ing secretary

not

New

yet ad-

vanced the claim that be

was

of the efforts of

Nelson Pyle

of

the Walsh Drug Co. The following is the poemkas presented:

cr~3

THE MERCHANTS!

In the old days of wildcat financi*

ering a part

of the

daily

news was

of banks that had failed with loss to
depositors and holders

of currencv

from th<
the Republican party was em

The improvement dates
time

powered to regulate the bankingsystem.

.

was walking in the desert,
Where travelers are but few,
In the dry and sandy desert,
Where nothing ever grew
Save a lonly little cactns plant,
And as I passed along
It seemed to me this cactus plant
Sang a wonderful song..
And as 1 paused to listen
1 was interested more and more
For it was singingof the merchants
Who in Holland have their stores.
I

is it possible! Where is

Zoe-

lands watch dog! The boys in Zee-

land are gambling! They stick
nickles in the crack of a side walk
and with a marble shoot at the coin,
if the lad hits the coin it

him,

if

belongs to

to the other
not be safer to

not it belongs

fellow. Would

it

have a box ball alley?

Van Loo

please answer.

Edison promises a telephone that
will

fill

a large hall more

easily

than can be done by any voicd- But
in recent years the
to interesting

fulfillment.

wizard has run

suggestion rather than

Apple, raisin or berry pie.
Bfitton, button, who’s got the button,
There is’nt one left on my shirt.
You’ll find it at the Model Laundry,
Where they keep the clothes and send
back the dirt.

Three Mulders are the editors,
Of our daily and weeklies too
That is why in all three papers,
The news is never new.
any one can cure a goiter,
John Rutgers is the man,
His celebrated Goiterine
Costs only five dollars a can
If

as near as I remember
will tell those tales to you,
And 1 hope you all will listen
For to us these tales are new.

Cook &

The

Huizinga, Doesburg and Gil Hahn,
Three druggists of this town,

And

Co., sell

farm produce

And

also lots of seeds
These however,I’m sorry to say
Mostly grow up into weeds.

first one here is H. R. Brink
Dealer in cards and books,
But as county supervisor

Nick Dykema, maker of gent’s clothes
Savs if you will wear his hole-proof
hose
About your sox you never need fret
The longer you wear them the
stronger they get.
Will Orr says he can send a call
Almost anywhere
But one thing that Will cannot do

'

Is to raise a crop of hair.

Geo. Huizenga and Joe Kooiker
Sell rings that are made of brass
Their diamonds too are guaranteed
To be simply nothing but glass.
Lokker ’tis very plain
Has automobileson the brain
He says that his machine can go
Each hour, ninety miles or so
But he never travels at this rate,
Its not allowed by the law of the state.

C. J.

Molenaar & De Goede & Van der Veere
Will buy each dog and cat
That can be found in Holland here
Now what do you know about that?
Of course we know that these all go
Into their hamburg steak
Now don’t you think high prices in meat
Are all a great big fake?
If any of these dogs or cats
Are skinny,lean or lank,
They fatten them up in the iron vaults
At the Holland City Bank.

All have one thing lacking
Neitherhas hair upon his crown.
That's why I don’t understand.
How these three druggists dare

Now

To try and sell the public,
A tonic for the hair.

When

James A. Brouwer, with his whiskers
Looks like ChaunceyM, De Few,
As he thoughtfullystrokes his sideburns
When he talks to me or you.

In Farma’s store we see this sign
Nailed to the window sash
In God we trust, please don’t forget
Ail others must pay cash.

Dykstra if you please
Says his favorite words are thesa:
As long as the doctors hand out the dope
Just so long for me theres hope.

If

Slim VanderSluis,this noted singer

Why

Nick Whelan is in Cuba
Six months of every year
But when there’s a federal job in sight
• Nick Whelan is always here.
And every time he gets a job
The papers use a three column space
To tell you of his record
Ana how well he deserves the place
And then we cannot help but think
When the papers Igj it on so thick
How fortunate our country is
To have a man like Nick. ~

The

council did'nt like his looks.

Another man now has the job
On which Brink had set his heart,
And on the great stage of life
Brink must play another part.

John

How

Tomato, rice, spaghetti soup,
This is what the Hoffmans cry,
For dessert this noon we’ll have

In circuitcourt two Weeks ago
They had some awful rows,
Just because the Arendshorstboys
Tried to make Frou-Frous.

1

drugged.

Van’s cigars are on the bum,
The smokers he deceives
I’ll tell you now just what they’re made of,
Nothing but leaves,nothing but leaves.

S.

I

a friend of all in town
For six whole days in every week
He has a sale, with pricesmarked down.

Vander Ploeg is on the school board
*Sp> Not because he knows so much,
But|that he with old-maidteachers
Constantlycan keep in touch.

name

am always rudely awakened
By the sound of his Big Ben.

Is

Deacon Lokker is the
By which our Jake it known
His advice to everyone is this,
'-Leave cigars and booze alone.

ever I think of Hardie,
Its at six in the morning for then

,
Its

Frit’ hair is ao very red
To tell you now I must
very wiry as you know
And when it gets wet it rusts.

Klomparens,Zwemer and the Keppe 1 boys,
All sell coal and wood
Of these I wont say very much
’ ’Cause I can’t say anything good.

*

Three brothers in a dry goods store,
rp Are Ben, Gerrit and John Do
Ajwireless takes the first one's time,
The others both fruit trees raise.

Mez

Three differentgrades of floor
Are made at Weurding’s mill
It all comes out of the very same bin
When they their sacks must fill.

When
,

burglars entered VanderSchel’splace
They threw away their plunder
Because the bread they stole was made
Of Beach’s Little Wonder.

just a word from Harrington
little tale is almost done
He says that we must eat and eat
Till we are loaded from head to feet

And my

Is

this is done the thing to do
to rest a while then start anew.

The

next one is Al. Bidding
You can see him come a mile
Because the features of his face
Is a nine and one half inch smile,

Slagh might get rich by mixing paint
To make things look like what they

.

tint

But he leaves his business in the lurch
While he goes fishing for ban & perch.

The famous Kingsbury Piano
is still being sold by Cook
On the qualities of this piano
... The Brotherscould write a book.

Matt Notier'so people sa>
Is quite’a rifle shot
Now 1 really cannot say
Whether ibis is true or not
But years ago John Rutgers found
A squirrel that long was dead
Then quicklywent to Matt Notier
And this is what he said:
Oh Matt come quick there is a squirrel
In yonder maple tree.
Then Notier made the quickest move
That ever you did see.
He closed one eye and cocked his gun

And

let the bullet fly
Mr. Squirrel came tumbling down
Down from his perch on high.
Then Notier saw ’twas all a joke
But could not stand the fun
And from that time unto this day
Nevermore carried a gun.

And

Gas for light. Gas for fuel
So says E. P. Davis

From

a fuel

famine—

This man thouqht he’d save us
Too much coice he had on hand
But one thing could be done
That’s why he is selling it to ns now
For only Five dollars a ton.

The

flowers Dutton can not se
He sends to Kalamazoo
He sends at least one box a day
And sometimes he sends two.
Now I’m not going to tell you
Just where these flowers all go
If you don’t know now just why ft is
I’m afraid you never will know.

We

will print it as you like it
The Garvelinks advertise their
But when the job is finished
You must take it as it is.

Now

there are some that have’nt been

mentioned
Bat we thought of them just the same
Here is why they were omitted
Nothing rhymed with their names
Here's hoping that those I have mentioned
May take it all in good part
And remember that we were just joking
And all this did not come from tbe
heart
May it make us all good natured
And cause us aff to laugh
And think that of all we sud here
We didn't mean more than the half.
And let ns all boost together
JU to see whtt we can do
Just
Letam
.make this town /the best ever
far me and also for you.

>

Let every one then be loyal
And! have for our dearestwish
That the greatest city in the U. S. A.
May be Holland, Holland, Mich.

V

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
PERSONALS.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Vandcr Veen are
spending; a month with relatives in
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Roy Breen has returned from
Grand Rapids, where shd was visiting..

arm
so

•

JAMESTOWN,
The man who stole a span

breadt of girth than because his
was playing out. His arm is still
strong that he may pitch some of the
games played by his team here next
season. He is going to start training
early and if he finds he can “come
back” will_takehis regular turn in

Leaves Irterurban Company

of
horses from John Klooster of Jamestown township is in jail at Grand Ha-

ven. He was caught by

Onrur Poh r*iin bus severed bis
the InterurbanR’y

coiine<-:i'«n .. mi

Deputy

Sheriff Frank SaUbury. and gives the Company w. accept the position of
name of Charles Wilson, afterward slock keeper wtlh iha Holland Shoe

Miss Kathryn Siersma entertained the box.-— Press.
Com pan). Mr. Peterson has been
changing it to Seymore.
Miss Jennie Karsten of Zeeland SunSPORTS.
in the employ of the Interurban
Last
Tuesday
John
Klooster
of
day.
The South Ends baseball team has
granted a stranger’s re- ‘•"in pa' loi the past eleven years,
Ernest Kremers was in Grand Rap- been rtorgamzed under the manage- Jamestown
Jqucst for Wight's lodging Next
ids Monday.
lust1 three ami a half being in the
F. J. Congelton has returned from a St.ee0'th^i,'e,DrtrSSou1t°h
in wet office.
business trip to Ch:cago.
Mr. Peterson is one of the oldest
Chris. Reidsma of Detroit spent tome faai* cam es ’last ^umme r° Th re s,cigl'' "'°rtl> ?5CI0 or "'orc' °urlnB
and
moat trusted employes of the
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
R’y and his many friends wish him
Mrs. J. Reidsma.
Misses Gertrude Arink and Gersuccess in his new venture.

^

trude Maatman spent Sunday

“

‘irlibFSI

in

.

-

f<

w..Tu"

'

.

.

.

had

^

i

where she has studied china painting
with some of the best artistsfor the

^ ^

past

two

weeks.

Miss Alice Koning returned to her
home in Grand Rapids Saturday, after
a week’s visit here with friends.
Miss Grace Konimr of Grand Rapids i sspending the week here with
friends.

A

musical entertainmentwill be
given by Prof P. H. Brouwer of
Zeeland in the M. E. church this evening. He will be assisted by
a Dutch tenor singer, Mr. J. M.
Thomas of Zwolle, Netherlands, and
a male quartet of the church. Mr.
Brouwer is a noted performer on
common bells, consistingof cow,
sheep and sleigh and dinner bells.
The instrumentis of his own invention and he bought the bells at a local
store. He will also play his new set
of musical bells and an old time octarino which is nearly 50 years old.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ver Schure delightfullyentertained a party of

UP.

.

business with saloons. There is ansixteenth had traced him to his hiding place, he
other angle to this argument in the
was
already
on
his
way
south,
with
month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
one horse hitched to a buggy, and shape of an accusation that the brewJ. Vos of Central Park
ers in the big cities are satisfiedto
leading the second. They overtook
have things continue just as they are.
dentally scalded about face and
him about 2 o'clock Friday morning,
arm last Thursday at 8 a.
win
heading for Otsego, and placed him and will aid the drys in preventing if
under arrest. A raid on the shanty possible any concession by which sevromlted in his death on hn
eral small breweriesin dry counties
revealed, beneath the floor, qua ntiab^ntJ a.
«
might reopen that have had to close
/ .
: He* o> robes, blankets, curry combs,
Mrs. \ os having a pan Of hot wa-l pitchforks, carpenters’ tools and a down and stand idle, while the big

John Banninga

u

v

Vos,

the?

m

i

m

. i

i

(

i i
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brewers furnish the beer for

their

ter before her on the table, when the; miscellaneous batch of articles, apparcommunities.
little fellow came running in and
stolen from farmers all about
Druggists will he interested in
reached for another object which i the booster neighborhood
several of the proposed changes. One
will allow them to sell alcohol for
Mm. Voe rumored and without
ing one step away, he at once turned and several others were there to meet medicinal purposeson affidavits when
it is to be used for external applicato the pan of water and before she j him and see that he was properly
tion. Another allows wholesale drugcould reach it he had tipped it over. locked in. Klooster, who is six feet gists located in a dry county to sell
a*id a haif tall and as large in proporShe prevented it from falling en
liquor to retail druggists or for manution. towered over Wilson and could
facturing purposes, while another retirely over him, in so doing her left
scarcely restrain himself from doing
hand and arm were also buUi the alleged betrayer of his hospitality moves the somewhat ridiculous restrictionswhich prohibited physicians
harm. Others wanted a whack at him.
burned. Dr. Jonkers came at m
dentists and osteopathists from purand dressed the wounds, but the too, and he felt easier when behind chasing liquor from druggists for use
the bars.
arm of the child was badly burned,
their profession. Doctors are
He had been drinking"heavily, in
brought up to the rack by a proposal
young ladies at their home on West which caused his death,
claiming that he and a pal had drunk
to make them subject to the same
Twelfth street Friday evening.
t The funeral was held Saturday six quarts of whiskey during the past
Jacob Kloosterman of Zeeland was with short services at the home, Rev! tw0 or thrce days- The officials are penalty as a druggist for writing a
prescription wrongfully
in this city Saturday.
* * * *
officiating. The remains were- <l,s'>ose<,1. ,0 ^jiev' ,ha' i1' l,atl "°
E. H. Beekman left for Clymer, N. Niles
.
I accomplice, at least with him in the
Senator Vanderwerp of Muskegon
Y., to spend a few weeks with Rev. taken to Muskegon. Interment at sj,anty
and Mrs. A. Stegenga.
Oakwooa cemetery, Rev. Van Zorn-! He admits that he has not given his has a bill before the senate which
promises to create considerablestir
N. J. Whelan and E. T. Bertsch meren
correct name and states that he does
in hotel and restaurant circles when
were in Zeeland on business Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Vos wish to thank'™1
lo do ,s.0 or( Kive his PIacc its terms become known. The bill
nil neighbors and friends for their!
simply adds the word “sailing”to the
SPORTS.
assistance and also for the beautiful I bring disgrace upon them. The fel- iree lunch act,, which prohibits the
Last Friday evening the Holland
giving away of food in saloons or
C- T. U- low has been working about Otsego
High school girls’ basketball team de- floral offerings of the
nlaces where liquor is sold. It is
feated the girls’ team from the Lowell Co workers, neighbors and friends,for two or three months, it is said.
pointed out that the proposed amendis
Seymour, alias Charles Wilson, the
High school in a close game at Price’s
Mrs. J. G. Kamps, aged 41 years alleRC(l horsc thicf, was arraigned ment would prevent hotels and resrink by the score of 5 to 4. The floor
died of pneumonia at her home on before Justice Hoyt Saturday. He taurants serving liquor to their guests
was very slippery on account of the
and the friends of the tavern keepers
dance held in the rink last Wednes- South River street at midnight waived examination and was hound and cafe men of the state are threatenday, many fouls being called on both Wednesday Feb. ist Deceased over t0 circuit colUf un(lcr J 1.0000 ing to do things to the bill.
sides Principal Bishop of the Low- i, service* by her husband,
,?vfU",,Sh
ell High school refereed the game.
sister and a brother, r uneral serj |u. prisoner has little to say. alBRICK
REORGAN-

,
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pushed the check across the marine and the chickens make a better appearance and are not so flighty and
nervous when taken out for examination and judging for points. The mu*{
sic not only helps the visitorsat the
show, hut it seems to help the chick-

j

i

1

^

to schedule games with teams in the neighborhood that a man had
slab toward her as he spoke.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Harris Sundayed Grand Haven, Fennville, Allegan,rentcd a shanty in 0ak Grubf> f,ve
Liquor Legislation
“Identified?”repeated the lady,
in Saugatuck.
“what does that mean? Isn’t the check
Zeeland, or any of the surrounding miles from any hadation,on the KalJudging
by
talk
among
legislators
Neil Stroop left last Thursday for a
good?”
VViC!‘
pHd:eSStuWil!
Dtr°noerS,’ l? amazoo river in A.legan county, and: one of ti e biggest questions relative
visit with friends in Kalamazoo.
The hank man did not smile, for
VVest Eighteenth
street,
Hodand, that a couple
to liquor legislation which will he
Miss Vivian Hand, who has been
this was the thirty-seventh lady who
* r-u •
• a • * ,
there, the farmers decided that the consideredat this session will be as
visiting friends in this city, has re- ‘ rru
The Chemicalsmaintainedtheir po- tcnant of ,i,c hut was the mysterious to whether breweriesin dry counties had asked this question that day.
turned to her home in Bay City.
“I have no doubt it is,” he said,
ition as league leaders m the Fac- slra who
them, shall he allowed to operate. The AntiMr. and Mrs. C. E. Thompson en“hut 1 don’t know you. Do you know
Saloon league has amendments pretertained a number of friends at a
SLTinglrWe" &!Z,%by,od2;!^e,hCyP'a""C'' '0
pared for eleven sections of the local anybody in the hank?”
hard time party at their home on last
“Why, 1 am Mrs. Weatherly!’’ exFriday evening. The game was
,he racantimCishcriff Andrc.s
West Eighth street last Thursday listless, the Chemicals having things deputies llad traccd the llorse thicf t0 option law, chief among them being claimed the lady. “Didn’t you sec
a proposal that the question of “wet’’
evening. A pleasant evening was their own way at all times.
my name on the check? See, here it
near Allegan, and there they lost the or "dry" shall only he submitted once
spent at cards and a “Dutch lunch”
is.” The teller shook his head wearin
four
years.
trail
for
a
day
Charles
Ashley,
who
was served.
ily.
bad
rented
the
man
the
but,
became
Saloon
keepers
arc
charging
that
Miss Gertrude Shoemaker of For“You must he identified," he insistsuspicious and notifiedthe officers.
the brewers arc aiding and abetting
est Grove is visiting with her sister,
ed; "you must bring somebody who
the
drys,
because
the
brewers
are
getSeymore
apparently
had
planned
to
Mrs. M. Grinnis. in this city.
knows you." The lady drew herself
Mrs. Oscar Nystrom, 377 Lincoln
make the h\it simply a temporary ting more profit out of their "case"
....
businessthan they did when doing
avenue, has returned from Chicago,
stopping place, as, when the deputies
Overeisel with their parents.

m

chants
:s orders a lot of the potion- ! playing rag time airs does the stoj
able commodity and pives it^tWax fling of the noise effectually,
free to
to the negro feminine population!
populatfon, f' Gen. Hughes was out in V;ancouver*
who strut proudly about the shopping Wash., a few weeks ago and he visildistrict conscious of wearing the latest ed a chicken show. He noticed the
scream in fashionable headgear.Nat- ouiet of the big room y/herc more
urally that is the end of the fad, so Utah 1,000 chickens were on exhibifar as the women of St. Louis are tion. He asked about it and the phoconcerned From the coon standpoint nograph idea was explainedto him.
Holland merchants would be up He came back to Topeka and installed
against it.
a phonograph in the Topeka show.
"The phonograph playing rag time
music seems to soothe the birds," said
Gen. Hughes. “It not only stops the
BANKERS AND
incessant crowing and cackling, but
“I’m very sorry, to trouble you, the music apparently calms the birds
madam,” said the bank teller politely, so that they are not nervous with the
“but you’ll have to be identified.”He crowds that swarm about the pens

^h°£Sp^
,

.

"That check," she said with

"was given me by

dignity,

my

ens.”
If the nhonograph has such a soothing effect on the chickens in a show
it seems reasonable to expect that the
music of a phonograph would likely
stop the awakening and crowing of

the roosters in the early morning
hours.

John Van Eyck of Detroit is visiU
in# friendsnnrl relativesin this city.
Mrs. H. Hats has returned from

husband.
There’s his name on it. Do you know

him?”

fr

short visit to Chicago.

Thanks offering of thfr
of Hope
to be held at the home of
H. Wing. 88 W. Thir-

Annual

Ladies’ Missionary society

“1 do,” said the teller, “hut 1 don’t
church
you.”
"Then,” said the lady, “I’ll show
you who 1 am. My husband is a tall teenth street will be postponed untilman with reddish hair. His face is Feb. 8.

know

Mr*

smooth shavein. He has a moic on
one cheek and looks something like a
gorilla some people say, hut 1 don’t
think so. When he talks he twists his
mouth to one side, and one of his
front teeth is missing. He wears a
No. 15 collar, a No. 6 shoe, and won’t
keep his coat buttoned. He’s the
hardest man to get money out of you
ever saw— it took me three days to
get this check.” The banker waved

Tortured for 15
by

a cure

defying stomach trouble

that baffled doctors,
all

Yean
and

resisted

remedies he tried, John W..

Modelers, of Moddersville, Mich.,

seemed doomed. He had to sell'
his farm and give up work. Hi»

his hand.

T guess it’s all right,” he said; neightors said, “he can’t live much
“put your name right there— no, on longer." ‘‘Whatever I ate di§tressed me," he wrote, “till I tried
the hack, not the face.”
Electric Bi terf, which worked^
such
wonders for me that I can
RAG TIME AND ROOSTERS.
Is there an old rooster perched in now eat thing* 1 could not take for
a tree just hack of your sleeping years. Its surely a grand remedy
room? Do you want to choke off for stomach trouble." |ust as good!
that unearthly crowing just as you
for the liver and kidneys, Everjr
are getting a beauty nap about 5
o'clock in the morning? Well, here botile guaranteed. Only 50c at
is an idea that you can try if you can Walsh Drug Co., H. R. Doesburg,
make the proper arrangements with Geo. L. Lage.
the janitor or some other early riser
in the neighborhood. And the best
A Beautiful Woman
part of it ail is that it probably will
not make your rooster owning neigh- Must have a‘ beautiful skiu. Dr.
bor mad at all and you can sleep Bell's Antiseptic Salve removes
W.
peacefully until the proper rising
H pimples, black heads, chaps, and
Here is the scheme. It isn’t pat- roughness, leaving the skin smooth.
tened, so any one can try it. Get an Try it on our guarantee.
ordinary $10 phonogarphand some
rag time music rolls or disks and then
All Skin Troubles
just before daylightevery morning
have the janitor or the other chap Are overcome by tiling Dr. Bell’s
j
COMPANY
that you have made arrangements
AntisepticSalve. It is as pleasant
IZED.
with take the phonographout into
vices will beheld Saturday at ^Ithouch he claims that if he is let off
The Holland Shoe company has a
The ll<i1,and Brick company, cor- the chicken house or under the tree to use as pure cream and is guaro’clock
from
the
home
and
at
12530
" ith five year- he will plead guilty in
fast second team in the field who are
circuit c >urt; otherwisehe will tight. ner of Eighth street and Columbia where his lordship perches and turn anteed to give satisfaction.25c a
willing to meet any second team in from Hope church. Rev. Niles,
The alleged robber states that he is avenue, has Hiecn reorganized, and it the phonographloose, ft need not box.
the city. They have high aims but pastor of Hope church will officiate.
not a horse thief and makes the claim is expectedwill start operations some sound so loud as to waken any one,
feel that they need practice games.
Interment will be in Pilgrim’s. that he #vvas driving the horses for a time in the beginningof next week.
unless it is directly under one’s winAny manager who wants to arrange
Asthma
friend who had stolen them. This i .Nearly two years ago the plant, dow.
Home
cemetery.
for a game should address Manager
does not jibe with the allegation that which can turn out many thousands The phonographicmusic apparently Is a distressing disease. Dr. Bell’a
Ray TardifT,care of the Holland Shoe
Mr. John Poel, aged 57 years, Seymour was in Jamestown on the fof sand brick each week, was dosed, soothes the riotous surging of the
company.
and since that time several attempts rooster’s blood and he becomes calm Pinc-Tar-fioney relieves instantly.
died at his home, 147 East Four day before the robbery.
The man hints at an accomplice, have been made to interestlocal capi- and peaceful and does not attempt to We guarantee it to give satisfacteenth street, at noon Wednesday,
hut
as yet has made no statement tal to reorganize the firm. There crow or even chatter to himself. A tion.
Charles Cutler, the young wrestler Feb. 1. Deceased had been ijl
who won a handicap bout before the about ten days and died after un- which will give the officers a clew. j seemed to he little prospect of suc- phonograph is often referred to as a
cess until parties from Benton Harbor nerve racking instrumentof torture,
Olympic Athletic club at Grand RapCroup
took the matter in hand Now the hut when the phonograph sings rag
ids over George Hackenschmidt, the dergoing an operation.He is surGETS HISTORIC PAPER.
prospects
for
a
long
busy
run
are
very
time
melodies
to
a
rooster
it
not
only
Causes uneasy nights but if you
Russian Lion, once holder of the vived by a widow, two sons, John
SecretaryLouis H. Conger of the bright, and residents of that part of soothes him, hut it quiets his nerves.
•world'schampionship title, is <t Mich- and Simon, and a daughter. Funerwill use Dr. Bell’s Pice-Tar-Honeyr
Commercial club of Kalamazoo, and the city arc delighted with the reorJ. W. F. Hughes, formerly comigan product. His birthplace is al services will be held Saturday formerly of Holland, has just reganization.
mander of the Kansas National Guard, it will relieve in a few minutea.
Coopersville,and his parents are now
ceived and turned over to President
from
the
home
and
from
the
Ctn
isthe man who introduced the phono- There is nothing better. Guaran.
residents of Grant, Mich. He is earnGeorge C. Winslow of the Kalamazoo
graph as a nerve remedy for chickens teed by all dealers.
ing an enviable reputation in the tral avenue Christian Reformed
County Historicalsociety a letter PROF. ‘NIES WINS AUTOMO- of the Topeka Poultry association,
— .....
wrestlingworld of late, having met church, Rev. R. L. Haan officiatfrom Joseph Lomax, founder of the
BILE.
and the association held its annual The Wagner Club will run a spemany of the top notchers in the mat ing.
G. R. & I. railroad and former KalaProfessor John D. Nies, formerly of show there. At one end of the hall
game and lias made good showings in
mazoo resident, containing a brief this city and now associate professor was a big phonograph and it was kept cial train to Allegan Feb. 15. The
every case.
Mrs. Isabella Heasley, an early pioof electricalengineering at Lewis in- going all of the time. The roosters train will leave Holland about 6:30
He is a gentlemanlyyoung man, be- neer of Salem township. Allegan history of the road.
Mr. Lomax, who now resides in In- stitute, Chicago, won a $2,650 Woods did not crow and the hens did not p. m., returning about 11 o'clock.
ing lacking in the usual air of hraga- county, died Friday night at the home
dianapolis,celebrated his 101st birth- car at the recent electricalshow, for cackle when the music was on. Every
The round trip will cost only 50c.
doccio that generally is an asset of of her son, Aaron Heasley,of Salem
day in December.The letter was dic- esimatingthe number of feet of wire one seemed to he attending to his
the members of the wrestling and township, death coming to the aged
tated by Mr. Lomax and the old pio- in the column in the center of the own business and not making any
boxing games. He is a great favorite woman on her eighty-sixth birthday
HOLLISTER’S
neer added a few words in his own
noise about it either.
in Grand Rapids.
anniversary.She is survived by four handwriting.The sketch will he read Coliseum. He estimatedwithin one
It is a considerable annoyance to Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
sons, Dr. H. W. Heasley of Burnips by Mr. E. W. De*Young at the meet- and one-tenthof a foot of the exact
A Buty Mtdlcine ror Busy People
length.
go to a chicken show and as one
Corners,
Dr.
W.
G.
Heasley
of
ZeeBrings Golden Health and RenewedVigor.
Tonight the second game of a fiveing of the Historical society next
walkgs lang the pens and attempts to
land,
Dr.
J.
A.
Heasley
of
Grand
lapA specific for Constipation,Indigestion,
Llvctr
game series between the Interurbans
week.
discuss the fine points of the differ- rmd Kidney troubles. Pimples. Kcwima, Impure
and the Olympics of Grand Rapids ids, Aaron Aeasley of Salem townThe G. R. & I. was organized by
ent
birds
to
find
that
one
has
to
yell
lilood
Bad
Breath,
Sluggish
Bowel*.
HeudnchoHOPE COLLEGE.
for the state championship will be ship, and a daughter,Mrs. Mary E. Mr. Lomax in the early ’60s. It was
and Backnchc. Its Rocky Mountain Tea ta tabFrederick John Van Dyke of Grand as
T if
“ talking to a deaf person in
*" or
vi~ |Lll jonn 35 conig a pox> ocnulne made by
played at the Lyceum rink. The In- Pattersonof Allegan. There are four- originallyintendedto connect Grand
der
to
make
your
friend hear what Horxisrzu Dnoo Compact. Madison, WI*.
Rapids,
member
of
the
junior
class
of
terurbans lost the first game, which teen grandchildrenand three great- Rapids with the Ohio river, but was
you have to say. The phonograph ,0L0EN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
was played at Grand Rapids, by the grandchildren,Mrs. J. O. Scott of later changed to run from that town Hope college, is at the head of the
Student
Voluntter hand this year. The
this
city
being
a
granddaughter.
score of 7 to 6. The game was close
to Fort Wayne. Finally it was exhand was organized eight years ago
Funeral services were held at the tended to Mackinac.
and exciting,the victory being undeand is an auxiliary to the great nacided until the very end of the "ame. home of Aaron easley at 10 o’clock
Several land grants had to he obtional valunteer movement. The
A large number of fans accompanied Sunday morning.
tained through congressional and
present membership is four. Since its
the team on a special car and encourlegislativeacts, all of which was acorganization fifteen members have
aged the local team by mighty cheerMrs. William Gleason died Friday complished through Mr. Lomax’s been sent abroad.
ing. A record breaking crowd is ex- at her home at 140 West Eighteenth management. He also helped in the
The dean of Voorhees dormitory
pected at the Lyceum' rink tonight street. Deceased was 34 years old survey of the line. Mr. Lomax sucand a fast, clean game can be ex- and is survived by a husband and two ceeded in interesting English capital Friday entertained all of the mothers
of the co-eds at the hall. About 150
pected.
children.The funeral was held Mon- for the development of the road, hut from various sections of the country
the
disastrous
first
battle
of
Bull
Run
day morning from the home and lev.
were present. In the evening they
Peter McCarthy of Jenison park, P. E. Whitman of the M. E. church frightened the Englishmen out. In were given a reception.
known as “The Mayor of Bird Cen- officiated. Interment took place in 1886 Mr. Lomax resigned from the
presidency and was succeeded by
ter,” a former resident of Chicago, the Ottawa Station cemetery.
Judge Samuel Hanna.
CAP CRAZE COSTLY.
was a boyhood friend and classmate
of Dr. Harley Parker, new owner of
The vogue of felt auto caps and of
The funeral of Sieger Vander Beek,
the Grand Rapids baseball team. At
those of wool, crotcheted or knitted,
23 years old, who died of tuberculosis,
1
the indoor baseball game on Thursday was held from the home at 311 West
Notice
has seriously interfered with the denight in the Olympic Athleticclub Twenty-second street, Saturday afterAll parties desiring summer mand for general utility hats among
rooms they met for the first time in noon, Rev. De Groot officiating.
boarders and wishing to be adver- the younger women and school girls.
Is ready for your inspection at prices to
years and had the times of their lives
These caps are of such simple conised free in the Graham & Morton
recalling incidents of their boyhood.
struction
that
many
of
them
could
Peternnella, the infant daughter of
According to Dr. Parker and His Mr. and Mrs. 5. 'Klimgle, died last booklet,published annually, kind be made.’at home, the only trimming
please you
Honor they were about as live a pair ^riday morning at the home of her ly send to the company at Benton required for the most elaborate being
of mischevious kids as ever played parents, 247 First avenue. The fu- Harbor, your written request with one or at the most two quills which
tick-tackor threw stones through neral was held Monday afternoon
could be stuck on at any angle, and
windows. McCarthy was some play- from the home, Rev. J. M. Lumkes short, concise notice of vour locat- call for no particular artistryor skill
ion,
terms
and
general
information,
er himself at one time and played a officiating.
on the part of the maker.
game one Sunday with a leading team
such as summer resort people will
In some cities milliners make the
of the city, almost breaking his back
naturally desire. All notice must best of a bad matter by marking up
jumping into a base sack with both
Mrs. G. Minting, an old settlerin be in not later than February nth a number of the hated trade destroyfeet, the anchoring giving away and
ers and selling them at $2 each inthis vicinity,died at her home, two January 30, 1911.
mecipitating the future mayor into the
stead of the c$5 to $10 hats which
miles south of this city, Sunday, at the
J. S. MORTON, Pres. would have been demanded for this
tir and next into an unfriendly mudage
of
76
years. She is survived by
puddle, which was located but a few
particularbranch of trade had the felt
four children, all of this city, Reka,
feet back of the bag.
auto caps never been invented, but
Mr. and Mrs* Dick Dogger have
As Dr. Parker played here in 1894 Ida, M. G, and Mrs. Nick Van Zanprofits are pitifully small at the best
ten.
returned from Chicago and are at on account of the numbers made at
it may be readily seen that he is no
Deceased was born in The Nether- home to their friends in this city at
spring chicken,although he was a
^
youngster then, the Grand Rapids lands She is the widow of Dr. M. their home on East Ninth street.
Not all cities, howeverrare so helpManting
and
is
well
known
in
this
city
league contract®being the first he ever
less in such matters. St. Louis, for
signed.. He played league ball for ten and%the surroundingcountry. A priinstancehas a way of her own of
years after leaving here and then w^s vate funeral service was held yesterSUTHERUUID’S EAGLE EYE SALVE nipping such unprofitable fads in the
forced to retire through an increasing day at the home, Rev. R. L. Haan,
bud. When any such trade killer is
Oort tor Nothing but tho Eye*.* introducedone of the leading mer-
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the city for 150,000 to raise
to be

|

need ae bonuses to

money Immense Modem Liners of 60,000
Tons Have Automatlo Machinery

induce

Controlled by Slngfe Hand.

Economical Flour

1

!

i
;
|

^

WITHOUT RAIN
I Kings 17:1-16 — February 5

mk

“JVicy Owf
the Lord Hhall not want avy
pood t/iinff." - /‘so. Sf . 10

£y

Eagle

j

wBLE'STCDIES*
YEAR

fn ,

.lec tion ..f offi.ere of

l-ire Lntime Co. ^o. 1, tlio result manufacturing institutions to locate
was as follows:
, here was carried
by a majorityof
| l orerrmn — John Van Anrooy.
'439.

WMF
THREE AND A HALF

(r

r

r At the

In the hands of a skillful marine
architect much more has been accomKirst Assistant — Cl. Bloni.
A telegram receivedby relatives plished with steel structlon than the
Secontl
— JTroxol.
mere economy of spaca The safety of
in this city Sunday morning con
S'errftnrv— John I). Everhanl.
tained the sad news of the sudden vessels at sea has been enormouslyinTreasu rer— U El fei d in If.
depth of the Rev. Jacob Vander creased, until In the highest type of
Foreman of Hose— II. Elferdiuk.
modern ocean liners the element of
Meulen, D. D. of Pella, Neb., who
Aas’t Foreman of Hose
danger is virtuallyeliminated.The

”

--

G

Comp. Engineer—

”

COMMON

mean

Little

ing against every possible contingency

COUNCIL.

comes to the average lands(Official)
man as a surprise.A great liner of
Holland.Mich., Jan. 25, 1911.
The Common Council met pursuant 50,000 tons may be controlledby a sinto adjournment and was called to gle hand. The complicated machinery
tor safeguarding the ship is practically
order by the Mayor.

Jezebel his wife, anil the ten tribes

mean the cheapest in price, neither does
it

was formerly pastor of the Third
marvelous ingenuity displayed throughReformed church of this city.
out this great fabric of steel in guard-

Winter,
Koning.

LIJAH the Prophet was God's mes- i First Pipenmn—P
— Hen Hosrnan.
senior for reproving King Annb. i

-ad-

does not

the highest in price.

Wonder Flour

of the sea

Mrs II. Van pell, a deacon of the
have seen, wickednessand Idolatry nour- !• ii>t Ii'elnrnitd t'lnucli, died on
is the highest standard of Flour at a moderate price.
ished for a time with national prosperity
lingerTncn there came a change, a drouth for Wctlm-s lav night last, of
three and a half years— a special dlspensa- ing! llm ssol several weeks dura•Ion of Divine providence— a retribution
Present— Mayor Brusse. Aids. Van automatic.
tion.
or punishment upon Israel We do not
j .
.
.
Eyck.
Van Tongeren, Vandenberg. The bottom of the great hull of the
wish to convey the thought that every
M-ssrs. John Ilijkstra cV Jacob j Drink water,
Kammeraad, liner Is doubled, the inner shell being
drouth,famine,pestilence,etc., should be
considered a Judgment from the Almighty Ik l'V\ ter. dealers in hardware,at Dyke, Lawrence and Jellema, and the strong enough to float the ship even if
The whole world Is under Divine sentence DrCIltlie, Mich , will d SSulvo parl- Clerk.
the outer hull be completely torn
or condi mnation of death, and God per : ,,^1,^ j„ fl f,nv t|avfl.
The reading of minutes and ' the away. It is exceedingly unlikely that
mils cyclones, lartluiuukcs. drouth, famregular order of business was sus- water would ever reach this inner
ine, pestilencps. without sending them
Messrs. J. V redeveld A K. Hoer- pended.
shell through accident to the #ain
excejd that In a general way they stand
On motion of Aid. Van Eyck:
relatedto the pnrent reign of sin and man, two puterprisinj' young men,
hull, but the precaution Is taken so
Whereas. Sewer Bonds, Series
death, as of the curse not yet lifted
are at work [nittiiig up a portaMe
that If once in a thousand trips the
But In the case of Israel matters were saw mill one mile south of Drenthe "A." in the sum of ten thousand doldifferent. At Mu Sinai Israel entered Into
lars i $10,000.00 1. issued on the first ship should strike a hidden object It
Covenantrelationship with God and he Village.
day of September,A. I). 1900. fall due will prove absolutely Invulnerable.
with them. The speon the tir.-t day of February,A. D. The shipwrecksof the pait caused by
I he villago of Drenthe will have
cial terms of
^
191
; and
running upon hidden rock"*, derelicts
Covenant were that
a cheese factory in running order
Whereas, The City of Holland does and icebergs are thus completely elimGod should deal with
I hp April 1st. 1881. At a
mee'ing not find it necessary to pay ail of fnuted.— Casslor’sMagazine.
their nation differently than with otturs—
! held
Wedrn sday, June lOih, said bonds at said time, but deems it
that he would treat ,
necessaryto extend the time of pay! three hundred cows were promised,
them as his people y (
ment of a part thereof, amounting to
land Messrs. E. Van Dam. S. Op’t
and protect them from
the sum of nine thousand dollars PRINCE
the evils Incidental to '
| Hell and
\an Zw^luwenburg ($9,000.00);therefore.
the curse. If they
were elected trustees.
F. J.
Be It Resolved, That new bonds to How the Famous Regent Tried
would serve and obey
the amount
nine thousand
Close the Coutta Institutionby
him. Under that comLam h wiil he the manufacturer.
pact not only were
($9,000.00) he issued in payment of
Trick That Didn’t Work.
The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher said part of said bonds then falling
they to receive blessings If faithful, but
says that he has just dec lined an of due. in such manner as merely to
The Gentlewoman of London recalls
equally they were sure I'lljah fed by ratens
• to receive stripes, punishments, If they fer of $300,000 to lecture for one change but not to increasethe in- the following story ot the prince redebtedness of the City; and
were disobedientand forsook the Lord year.
gent and Coutts’ bank: "When George
Be it Further Resolved, and deand tbetr share of the Covenant.The
The Allegan Democrat speaking termined.That said amount of nine IV. was a regent he had a grudge
three and a half years' famine described
against Coutts’ and determinedto play
- in this study was. therefore. In Israel's
about the sale of the Grand Haven thousand dollars ($9,000.00)he raised
a
«n*e. apeclficallya rebuke from the Lord
by loan for the purpose of paying trick on tho authorities. In those
This is the algnlfication of the Lord's railrord to the Chicago and West
said Sewer Bonds Series "A.” and that days even the great banks kept very
^statementthrough the Prophet,"Is there Mich , R R. Co., says: “the Grand
for the purpose df said loan bonds of small reserves of cash and the playful
*«!! la the city and the Lord hath not
Haven railroad has been sold to the the City of Holland be issued in the prince thought out a plan to close
done Uf* Borne hay? mistakenly Internine thousand dollars Coutts’. So he sent his equerry round
preted this to mean that God holds him- Chicago and West Michigan rail
Best Carriages, fast gentle horses,
self responsible for all the moral evils of road, and the latter company is now ($9.000.00)>in manner as follows, from Carlton house v#h a check for
mankind. Quite to the contrary, the Lord
lowest prices. Special care given to
to-wit: Nine bonds in the sum of £100,000, fondly hoping that the bank
in possession.
declaresrespecting his own Government
one thousand dollars ($1,000.00)each, would not be able to pay over the
boarding horses, either by the day or
that "Hia way Is perfect.” The word
WHAT YOU SAW 25 YEARS AGO with interestcoupons attached there- counter. The prince's trick, however,
•rll In this text Is old style English, sigby the month. Always have good
to, said bonds to he designated as
nifyingany disaster or troubleor afflicThe Chicago and West Michigan Sewer Bonds, Series "B.” to he num- failed of success, as the wary old parttion. With the IsraelitesGod wished It
horses for sale. SPECIAL PRICES
ner of the Strand bank proved equal
to be clearly understoodthat he was re- R’y are puttuu: chime whistles on bwed 1. 2, 3, 4. 5. 6. 7. 8 and 9 refor
and
sponsible. both for their blessings and for all their passenger locomotives. spcctiveiy, and to he made payable to the occasion. He said at once to
their tribulations, all of which were Inthe equerry: “How will his royal highas follows:
This is done to distinguishthe pas
tended to purify them.
Bond Xo. 1. February 1. 1912; Bond ness take the amount, in gold or
senger from the freight trains The
Elijah the Prophet
Xo. 2. February 1, 1913; Bond X'o. 3, notes?” The equerry hesitated, and
Under Divine guidance. Elijah, at the first engine with a new whistle to February 1, 1914; Bond X'o 4. Feb- then said he had better go back to
appropriate time, presented himself m arrive in this city was No. 44 and ruary 1, 1915; Bond Xo. 5. February 1, Carlton house to Inquire. So he deKing Ahab, clothed accordingto his cus the time was last Sunday evening. 1916j_ Bond X'o. 6, February 1, 1917; parted, and Coutts’ had time to send
Citizens Phone 1034, Beil Phone 26
HOLLAND, MICH.
tom, In ‘exceedinglyplain garments. In
Bond Xo. 7, February 1. 1918; Bond to the Bank of England and get the
the name of the Lord he reproved the On approaching the city an unusuX'o. 8, February 1. 1919; Bond X'o. 9.
cash required, but It was not needed,
king for the Idolatries practisedIn his ally long blast of the strange whis
February 1, 1920. and to draw interest
kingdom and announcedwhat the king
tie was given and caused many peo- at the rate of not to exceed live per as the prince regent, seeing that
doubtlessconsidered a vain boast; nameCoutts’ had got the better of him, did
ly. that there would be neitherrain nor ple to think that it was the fire alarm cent per annum, payable semi-annudew In the land of Israel until Elijah some even going so far as to start a ally. on August 1, and February 1. of not return the check in question.
would command It. And tho drouth came
each year, both principal and interest
cry of fire. This “alarming” featas the Prophet of the Lord'predlctcd.
As months grew Into years and the ure, however, we barn has been pro t" he paid at the office of the City
How It Feels to Be Run Over.
Treasurerof the City of Holland, the
drouth continued, tho king caused search
When I was run over,” writes a
to be made for Elijah, with a view to te-icd against on the part of cur lo- interest to he paid out of the Interest
and Sinking Fund, and the principal correspondent,“I had not seen the
either entreatingor threateninghim, to cal authorises.
the Intent that the drouth might be
out of the Sewer Fund, of said City car approaching. The first thing I
WHAT YOU SAW 20 YEARS AGO of Holland, said bonds to he dated knew was that I was on the ground,
broken. But Elijah, under the Lord's direction. secreted himself near tho Brook
G. W. Mokma has moved into his February 1. 1911. and to he signed by kicking upward with my legs In an
Cherith, where the ravens brought him
food morning and evening until the brook new reoidence, on Twelfth street. £ the Mayor and by the City Clerk, effort to get from under the car. Then
and to he negotiatedat such times I felt a wheel going over ray, chest,
dried up and. under the Lord’s direction.
Elijah went elsewhere.
Henry Geerlings, theol. student and in such manner as the Common which bent as Jt passed over. In the
While this story that the ravens fed
Council may direct, hut at a price not
at McCormick’s Seminary, Chicago,
interveningsecond or two I went
Elijah sounds mythical.It has Its parnlless than the par value thereof, and
\ lels. The raven Is a wise bird. A story arrived home last week, the doctor 'that upon the negotiationof said through several minutes’ worth of feel-----iivg'Mi.umii (ii >ai(l
Is told of a young man sick In prison, to
ings. I had the sensations of astonwhom a raven brought food. Bishop Stan- having ordered bun to suspend his .bonds the money received tlu.cior he ishing at being on the ground, of
[fr-' usc<i to pay Sewer Bonds Scries "A."
ley’s History of Birds tells of another In- studies for the
and the balance, if any, to be placed wadtlng to roll aside and away, of
cident thus: "Coming Into the Inn yard
Among the new enterprises re- to the credit of the Sewer Fund; and. bracing myself— and my chest espe- pOT Base BumeFS,
my chaise ran over and bruised the leg
The most satisfactory fuel
of a favorite Newfoundlanddog. and cently located in the city we notice
Be it Further Resolved.That the ctc*.y—stiff to resist something, what^ IV
while we were examining the Injury. the undertaker’s establishment of ( ity Clerk he and hereby is instructed ever It might be, while a lightning
Oak stoves of all. kinds
for the Furnace
Ralph, the raven, looked on also. That
and authorized to advertise in the flash of fear was dimly thefe and a
night tho dog was tied up under the man- W. Wakker. A very neat and suitger with my horse and the raven not only able office has been built on Eighth Holland City News, two insertions, subconsciousquery, ‘What on earth
prior to the day on which bids will
visited him, but brought him bones and
next?’ Yet It was hardly fear, beAttended him with particular marks of St-, with shop in the rear, where ho he received for the sale of said bonds,
kindness ”
manufactures his own coffins and that sealed bids will be received for cause there was no time for such a
durable sensation;It was rather a
“Nor Is It a wonderful case.’
the sale of said bonds, to be presented
caskets.
The wonder Is to be renewed;
to the Common Council, at the office sense of being suddenly confronted
Try a Ton and Be Covinced
Tho treasury department will of the City Clerk, on or before the with a grave realityof doubtful, obAnd many can say. to his praise.
He sends them by ravens their food. shortly award a silver life-saving 15th ady of February, A. D. 1911, at scurely terribleimport."
Thus worldlings, though ravens Indeed.
Though greedy and selfishtheir mind. medal to Capt. John Boyne, of the 7:30 o'clock p. m., of said day, and
If God has a servant to feed.
steam barge Glenn, of South Haven. that each bid be accompanied by a
A Rare Prize.
Against their own wills can be kind."
certifiedcheck made payable to the
Mich. Last August, at the risk of
Tho securing of the pelt of a black
Treasurer of the City of Holland,in
The Widow of Zarephath
his own life, Capt. Boyne rescued a the sum of $200 00, said certified
fox Is of such Interest among trapDivine providenceguided Elijah to the child who was in a baby
carriage
-------- il/tj : v-iiti-iv
iu become
uciume me
check to
the property ansoabso- pers and buyers of fur that the event
homo of a poor widow, to whom the
drouth and continuedscarcity had proved which had rolled off tho dock. He ! lutely if the bidder refuses or neglects is widely heralded throughoutthe
a great trial. She had a little coarse flour displayed great_ presence of mind
trade, but It is rare Indeed that one
left, which alone stood between herself
of the valuable animals Is seen alive
and
skill
in
effecting
the
rescue.
and her son and starvation, so far ns she
Council reserves the right to reject
could discern.The Prophet, meeting her, Last July he saved the lives of any or all bids. All bids shall be In captivity, yet a Farmington man
asked for a drink of water and a small
has the distinctionof having a live
eleven men and one woman, survi- addressed to Richard Overweg, Citj
cake of bread. Tills was a severe test to
black fox In his possession. The aniClerk.
Holland,
Michigan,
and
shall
the woman's faith and generosity.She vors of the wrecked steamer Joseph
have endorsed on the envelope en- mal was capturedby Stanley Savage
explained tho situation.Indicating her de- F. Earn urn, on Lake Michigan.
closing the same the words “Bid for of Avon, who has a line of traps set
sire to accede to the IYopb6fa wishes,
yet loath to part with her aM. Elijah reBenjamin Schrotenboer, of Fill- Refunding Sewer Bonds,” of words of In the vicinity of Mount Blue. The
plied. Fear not. Bake for yourselfand
animal was not injured materially by
more, aged about 20 years, died like import.
for your son. but the first cake make for
Said resolutions prevailed by yeas the steel trap in which he was caught
Wednesday,
of
cancer
in
the
face.
me and bring to me. Then he explained
and nays as follows;
and Savage, after a lively tussle, sucto her the Lord's message: "The barrel of
< hristian DeJong, of Zeeland,
Yeas— Aids. Van Eyck, Van Ton- ceeded In putting a collar around the
meal shall not waste, neithershall the
cruise of oil fall until the day that the lost his seven-year o'd daughter, geren. Yanden Berg, Drinkwater,
fox’s neck and attached a strong
Lord sendeth tain upon the earth.” The Monday. 1 be fatal illnesswas braiu Hyma, Kammeraad, Dyke, Lawrence,
chain to It. He then took the animal
word of the Lord was fulfilled.Miracuand Jellema—9
fever.
to his home, where he has him con.jausly thv fuppiiea were Jacrw.'cd Tittle
Naya— None.
little, Just as required for use.
fined in a firmly built cage— Kennepn
motion
of Aid. Van Eyck,
Chester Township asks the legisThere is a lesson for the Lord's people
bec Journal.
The
Clerk
was
instructed
to
return
in this— a lesson that, even In our own lature to join it to Muskegon Counextremities, we should exorcise sympathy
ty claimingthat it naturally belongs
’ V'T ccrtified
towards others In like
Certain Americans Abroad.
condition or worse. there geographical)’, and also that it panied their “bid on SerTil'^E’^Streei
There are Americans who live
has direct railroad connections with Improvement Bonds.
Dveth n i Qa8
The Committee on City Hall Build- abroad and speak of their native land
Have you seen, ho WHITNEY COLLAPSIBLE GO-CART?
The P'»» failed ing reported recommendingthat the in shameful whispers. Another kind"
rbosewho
thosewho give crudirgrudg- ;i0Wever- Ottawa couuty putting <
Superior Mill and Mfg. Co. be paid is an explainer.He becomes fretful
ingly miss, therefore, in a strong protest.
It will pay you to do so. It is a winner. The Whitney
the £um of $800.00, subject to the and Involved in the attempt to make
much of the Lord's
blessing.Wo should i. WHAT YOU SAW 15 YEARS AGO
committee’s approval of sufficient It clear to some Englishman with a
not be foolish In our
material having been received.
cold and flshlike eye that, as a matBorn to Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Me
cart is no doubt the best Collapsible Cart on the market
giving; but. while we
Adopted.
ter of fact, the lynchlngsare scathave evidence that Kay, on Sunday--a daughter.
The
Clerk
presented
a communica
there Is need, and
tered over a large territory, and TamReindert DeWeert, a farmer liv-i^00 *rorn the- City Clerk of Lansing many has nothing whatever to do with
particularly If the
They have been sold over 50 years. Look them over
needy one b* a child ing a few miles north of here,
? roP;'se',uTlio". a' V0"' the United States senate, and the
of God, we can well
received intelligemsof the death of i day aft^noon JanShDSrfj.Don' millionaire does not crawl Into the
before. Also a beautiful line of Robes.
Borne of the widow of d,v,'?e1 even our no1 PPAultloa
cessllles tirUh
with such. His aunt Mrs. Hendnka Beekman, at the Commission Form of Govcrn- presence of his wife and daughter*,
Zarephath.
Our reward will be a
and Morgan never can he king, and
Apeldoorn, Netherlands, and that
x
realization of Divine approval and an Incitizens
of SL Louis are not In dancrease In ourselvesof tho mind of the she has left an estate valued at about 2,n
of AA’ L2wrep?,e>
Lord. To such the Lord's promise la of
ger of being hooked by moose. After
his superaboundlng care.
Ie
; : wlyh8e
To he gets through the Englishman says,
The Scriptures declare: ’There Is that number of nephews and nieces, of attend said meeting.
"Really?” and the painful Incident Is
•catUreth and yet Increaseth; and there >yhich he is
| Henry Costing petitioned for per- closed.— George Ado In Century.
la that wlthholdethmore than Is proper
and it tendeth to poverty.” This widow
Bom to Hr. and Mrs. A. J. Ward
‘“pl,ac' 5ui)<li,ng J!atcrialon
Eighth street and Columbia avenue,
scatteredor divided- her slender supply on Wednesday _ a
on
t ejnesuay a
. adjacent to lot 6, except east 50
feet
and thereby she Increased It for many
A Futile Scheme.
days. In harmony with this text. Our
J. H. Holder has sold his residence M°ck 34.
"I always have to quarrel with my
d:.
.-tv
Granted subject to ordinance.
Golden Text, also should not be forgothusband In order to get him to boy a
ten: “They that seek the Lord shall not
new suit of clothee. He never thinks
want any good thing”-shall not lack u
he can afford It"
anything good for them. The Lord In his
wisdom may not give them riches or WHAT YOU SAW .0 YEARS
MI should think he would learn after
proipinence.They must trust to his wisa while that it ie ueeteta to try la that
The people of Holland placed j - Adjourned,
dom. his Judgment, ah to what things will
way to get you to quit speeding §m
to for their best, their highest good.
their seal of approval on the plana
RICHARD OVERWEG,
ash for drees.”
for promoting the city's
Clerk.
of Israel who supported them. As wo
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Cir-

Court for the County of Ottawa,
In Chancery.
Franklin P. Wells. Complainant,

Enterprising Business Firms

Proiwi.

Court for the County of Ottawa,

cuit

WB.

in the matter of the estate of

Hendrik Kamer, deceased.

vs.

Cora May Wells, Defendant.
At a session of said court, held at
the Court House in the City of Grand
Haven, in said county, on the 28tb
day of November, A. D. 1910.

AHORNEYS AND NOTARIES.

BANKS

T\IEKEUA.0. J., ATTORNBT AT LAW.
Coilectlon*promptlyattended to. Office
over Tint SUte Rank.

THE FIRST STATE BANK

Present: The Honorable Philip

Capital Stock paid In ....... .....
50.00
Surplus and undivided protlts ............ 50.000
Depositors Security...................... 150.000
TLTC BRIDE. P. H.. ATTORNEY, REAL E8- „ 4 Per cent interest paid on time deposits.
iU- Ute and Ineurance.Office In McBride Exchangeon all businesscentersdomestic and
foreign.
Block.

VANDER MEULEN, 8 EAST EIGHTH
8L citizens phone 1748.

Padgham, Circuit Judge.
In this cause, it appearing by affidavit on file, that the defendant, Cora

May
and

Wells, is a resident of this state
that a subpoena to appear and
answer has been duly issued in this

cause but could not be served upon

Dlekema.Pre»_ J. w. Beardslee.V. P
the said Cora May Wells by reason
O. W. Mokma. Cashffr H. Luldeos. Ass't'.C.
of her concealmentwithin this state:
G. J.

Notice la hereby given that four monih>
from the 3Ut day of January. A. D. 1911.
have been allowed for creditors to prosed
their claims againstsaid deceased to hhIo
court for examination and adjustment
and that all creditors of said deceased «r.
required to present their claims to said
court, at the Probate Office In the city or
Grand Haven. In said county, on nr
fore the 31st day of May. A. D. 19: 1
hnd that said elalma will be heard by ss
court on the 31st day of May. A. I). 1911.

NliFO
rCORSET!

rT,HE Nuform
[

corset,

is a

popular priced

modeled on

lines that per-

fect your figure. It defines

grace-

•

forenoon.

o'clockIn the
Dated January 31th. A. D. I'll.
P. KIRBY.
at ten

and

ful bust, waist

hip lines

and

fits

,

back.

at the

EDWARD

The range

Judge of Probate

On motion of Hatch, McAllister&
5 3w
Raymond, solicitors for said complainTHE
PEOPLES
STATE
BANK
ant, it is ordered that the appearance STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
of said defendant, Cora May Wells,
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Capitnl stock paid .....................| 50.000
In the matter of the estate of
T. J. MER8EN, CORNER TENTH AND Additionalstockholder'sliability........50.000 be entered in this cause within three
Central Avea. Cltliena phone 1416. Bell Deposit or security ...................... luo.ooo months from the date of this order;
Giietjo Kamer, deceased.
Othene 141.
Pays percent Interest on Saulngs Deposits. and that in case of her appearance
Notice
Is hereby given that four month*
that she cause her answer to the bill
of complaint to be filed and a copy from the 31st day of January, a 1) I'Jll.
TAR. W. 0. WINTER. OFFICE TWO
have been allowed for creditors to presen'
DIRECTORS:
XJ doors east of Interurban office. Holland, A. Vlsscher. D.' B. Keppel. Daniel Ten Cate thereof served upon the solicitorsfor their claims against said decerned to said
Mich. Citizens phone: Residence,1597; office. Geo. P. Hummer D. BYntema. J. G. Rutgers the complainant within fifteen days
1714.
afrer service on her or her solicitors court for examination and adjustment
J. H. Kleinbeksel 'Wm. 0. Vo*- Eyck
of a copy of the said bill, and in de- and that all creditors of said deceased art
fault thereof that said bill be taken required to present their claims to said
as confessed by the said defendant, Court, at the Probate office, in the City of
BICYCLES AND REPAIRS.
Van EycK- Cora May Wells; and it is further Grand Haven. In said county, on or befoi*
ordered that the said complainant the 81st day of May. A. I) 1911, and
tHAB, HUBBARD, 39 WEST NINTH 8T.
Weanling cause this order to he published in that said claims will be heard by sale
> Citizens phone 1156the Holland City News, a newspaper court on the 31st day of May
Milling Com’y printed, publishedand circulating in A D. 1/911, at ten o’clock in the foresaid county, and that such publication
TAILORS. HATTERS, FURWheat, Buckwheat, he commenced within twenty days noon.
NISHERS.
1911.
and Rye Flour
from the date of this order, and that Dated, January 31st, A
EDWARD P KIRBY.
Graham Flour and such publication be continuedtherein
Judge of Probate
once in each week for six weeks in
FLUTTER & DYKEMA. 8 EAST EIGHTH
Bolted Meal, Feed

of shapes is so varied, every

charming result.

Figure can be fitted with

All

Nuform

made

Corsets are

of service-

able fabrics— both heavy and light weight

—

In

daintily

Your dealer will supply you with the model

NufomitStyle 478. [As pictured). For average
figures. Medium low bust, extra
abdomen and hips. Made

1228.

Chas. S. Dutton

MUSIC.

Propriotor

\J

lar songs and the best In the music Una
CUliens phone 1259. 37 East Eighth SL

Nuform, Style 485. For average and well developed figures.Medium bust, extrai length over hipt,
back and abdomen. Coutil and
d batiste. Hose

Lumber

BOOKS AND STATIONERY.
rr. VANDER PLOEO. STATIONERY AND
AJ- book*, the best assortment.44 East
Eighth St. Citizensphone 1459.

Co.
in

the city. Re-

pairing

LUMBER AND INTERIOR

£

of any

FINISH. sort.

Circuit Judgfe.

Examined, countersignedand entered by me.
FRED F.

McEACHRON.

£lCOn*-LUGER3 LUMBER

O

St. Citizensphone

CO.. 236

RIVER

lOul.

39 W. 9th St. 7
Citizens Phone 1156

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES,
fUB NEWS DEi^ir. 30 WEST EIGHTH
Bt. Citizens phone 1749.

UNDERTAKING.
FOHN

8. DYKSTRA. 40

1 Bt.

Citizens phone 1267— 2r.

EAST EIGHTH

CROCKERY, GLASS AND HOUSE
FURNISHINGS.
kYKSTRA'8 BAZAAR STORE. 40 EAST
" Eighth St. Cltlzene phone 1267— 2r.

GROCERIES AND MEATS.
KIDDING.— FILL YOUR MARket basket with nice clean fresh groceries. Don t forget the place, corner River
and Seventhstreets. Both phones.
i

LBBRT

/V

P BOOT. DEALER IN DRY GOODS AND
L groceriesGlv© us a
and ws
•atlsiy you. 32 West Eighth 8t.
visit

*111

,

90

East Sixth St.

>ome other suitable person.
It is Ordered.

huvlnu

P.

KIRBY.

copv. Judge of
ORRIE SLITTER.
true

Probate.

Register of Probate.

TOLLAND CITY BREWERY, CORNER
Tenth and Maple Streets. Citizensphone
1123 Purest beer In the world. Sold in bottles and kegs. A. Belft & Son.

DRUGS AND SUNDRIES.
YTTALSH DRUG CO.. DRUGGIST AND
pharmacist. Full stock of goods pertaining to the business. Citizensphone 1483
25 E. Eighth SL
R.. DEALER IN DRUGS.
medicines, paints, oils, toilet articles.
Imported and domestic cigars. ClUzens phone
1291. 32 E. Elahth St.

T\OE8BURO. H.

MEATS.
VTTM. VAN DER VEERE,

162 E. EIGHTH
8t. For choice steaks, fowls, or game
in sea* on. Citizensphone 1043.

V

T\E KRAKER k DE ROSTER, DEALERS

XJ in all kinds of fresh and salt meats.
Market on River SL Cltlienaphone 1008-

BAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.
ISAAC VERSCHURE. THE 10-CENT PARdeliveryman, always prompt. Also express and baggage- Call him up on tee Cltizens phone
ie I088I01
Jr quio
‘ delivery.
‘
oel

3w-4

SALE OR MORTGAGE OF REAL
ESTATE.'

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Probate Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held at

the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven, in said County, on the
16th day of January, A. D. 1911.
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of

ALBERT SCHOEMAKER,
Deceased.

John

S.

Bauman having filed in

said

court his petition, praying for license
to sell the interest of said estate in
certai nreal estate therein described,
it is ordered that the
13th day of February,A. D. 1911,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
probate office, be and is hereby appointed for hearing said petition,and
that all persons interested in said
estate appear before said court, at
said time and place, to show cause
why a license to sell the interest of
said estate in said real estate should
not he granted.
It is further ordered, that public notice thereof he given by publication
of a copy of this order, for three successive weeks previous to said day of
hearing, in the Holland City News, a
newspaper printed and circulated in
said county.

•

horeby appolntfH,

EDWARD
A

true

edpy.

P.

EDWARD

P. KIRBY.
Judge of Probate.

,

_

.

in

stamps

for a

lime sample of

|

PINAUD’S
LILAC VEGETAL
The latest Paris perfume craze

Orrie Sluiter,
Register of Probate.

A wonderful
5

3w

creation, jnst like the living blouomi.

Aik yonr

dealer for a large bottle - 75c. (8 oz.) Write our American Offices
to-day for the sample, enclosing4c. (to pay pottage and packing).

jProposals For Refunding Bondi

BLDG.

Parfumerie ED. PINAUD,

Sealed proposalswill be received
by the Common Council of the City
of Hol'and, Mich., at the office of the

ED.

PINAUD

Dept,

m

NEW YORK

7:30 o’Wednesday, February
for the purchase of nine!

City Clerk of said city, till
clock p. rn. of
15,

191

1,

|

bonds, to be dated February 1, 1911,
sum of £ 1.000 each, to be issued by said city, as follows: Nine
bonds to be designated Sewer Fund
Bonds Series B, to be numbered 1,

i

in the

2. 3, 4,

5

0, 7, 8

and

and to become due

THE REASON

February

l,

WHY

9 respectively,

J

No.
Feb.

as follows:

1,

,

^

interest and sinking fund,

and

IS THE

BEST

STRENGTHENING TONIC

for Feeble Old People, Delicate Children,

Weak, Run-down

Persons, and to Counteract Chronic Coughs, Colds and
Bronchitis,
tfrn'cs

—

oTCod

the

Deceased.
urincipal out of the Sewer fund of
Notice is hereby given that four
said city. The proceeds from sale
months from the 19th day of January,
A. 1). 1911, have been allowed for of said bonds will be used to pay
creditors to present their claims $9000.00 of Sewer Bonds, Series
against said deceased to said court for “A” issued Sept. 1, 1900 matur
exam'nationand adjustment, and that ing Feb; 1, 1911, amounting to
all creditors of said deceased arc required to present their claims to said
court, at the probate office, in the City
of Grand Haven, in said county, on or
before the
19th day of May, A. D. 1911,
and that said claims will he heard by
said court on the 19th day of May,
A. D. 1911, at ten o’clock in the.fcyenoon.
Dated. Januar- 19th, A. D. 1911.

& Broadway,
NawTark
7*Naw
Jsrk

ED.

KIRBY,

the interest to be payable out of the

HENDRICK GEERL1NGS.

St.

Judge of Probate.

1912; No. 2
1,
1913; No. 3. Feb. 1, J9I4; No. 4.'
Feb. 1, 1915; No. 5, FeK 1, 1916/
No. 0, Feb 1. 1917; No. 7, Feb 1,
1918; No. ft. Feb. 1, 1919 and No.
ORRIE SLUITER.
Register of Probate.
9, Feb. 1, 1920, with coupons attached for the payment of interest
3u-4
semi-annuallyon August 1 and
February 1 of each year, at not to
ORDER OF PUBLICATION.
exceed live percent per annum, the
STATE OF MICHIGAN— Tie Pro- principal and interest to be payable
bate Court for the County of Otat the office of the City Treasurer,
tawa.
In the matter of the estate of

figfig-

back
tek and abdomen,
abdomen,

FOR YOU
YOU
LIKE PLRFUMf
—

i Send only 4*

It In further ordered, that public notice
FINAL ADMINISTRATION AC- thereof
be given by publicationof a copy of
COUNT.
thl* order, for three eucceielveweeks prevlou*
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro- to said day of hearing. In the Holland City
New*, a newapaperprinted and circulatedIn
bate Court for the County of Ot- »ald
county.

is

because it combines the two most world-famed

the medicinal, strengthening, body-building elements

Liver Oil and Tonic Iron, without, oil or grease,

tastes good, and agrees with eve ry

one.

-

We return your money without question
doet not accomplish all we claim for it.

GERBER DRUG

$10,000.00.

|

Each proposal must bo accom-

"T-A*

,V

-

if

Vinol

CO., Holland.

: .1.

panied by a certified check of $200,
payable to the order of the Treasurer of the City of Holland.
Proposals must be addressed to
Richard Overweg, City Clerk and
endorsed on envelop,“Bid for Refunding Sewer Bonds,” or words of

:

a

like import.
The, Council reserves the right to

3w-4

reject any or all bids.

By order of the

APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Common

Council.

1911.
1

hited Holland, Mich.,

Jan.

|

20,
;

RICHARD OVERWEG,

Pro-

Citv Clerk.

bate Court for the County of Ot-

Feb.

tawa.
At a session of said Court, held at

Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers
Book on patents. “Hints to inventors.”“Inventionsneeded.”
inventorsfail.” Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly.
Acting Commissionerof Patents, and as such had full charge of

“Why some

1-9-1911

EDWARD

the Probate Office in the City of
Wife Got Tip Top Advice
Grand Haven, in said County, on the
20th
day
of
January,
A.
D.
1911.
•‘My
wife wanted me to take our
A true copy:
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, boy to the doctor to cure an ugly
'TYLER VAN LANDEGEND. Dealer In ORRIE SLUITER,
* Windmllla, Gasoline Engines. Pumps and
Judge of Probate.
Register of Probate.
boil,” writes D. Frankel, of Stroud,
PlumbingSupplies. Cits, phone 1088. 49 W
In the matter of the estate of
8th Street.
Okla. ‘‘I said ‘put Buckleo’s Arnica
JENNIE BREUR, Deceased,
Maude Zigterman having filed in* Salve on it.’ She did so, and it
Help Wanted
said court her petition praying that cured the boil in a short time.”
For that cough. Get a bottle of the administration of said estate be
DRY CLEANERSuickest healer of Burns, Scalds,
HOLLAND CLEANERS. » EAST Dr. Bell’s Pine-Tar- Hooey. It is granted to Henry Bruss or to some uts, Corns, Bruises, Sprains,
other suitable person,
X Eighth 8t. Cltliena phona IBS. Dying, the best.
clsanlng,pressing.
Swellings. Best Pile cure on
It is Ordered, That the
20th day of February,A. D. 1911,
earth. Try it. Only 25c at H. R.
atten o’clock in the forenoon, at said Doesburg, Walsh Drug Co., Geo.
probate office, be and is hereby apL. Lage. *
HOLLAND City Rug and Carpet Weaving
pointed for hearing said petition:
** Works. Peter Luldens.Prop Carpets and
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
public
__ __ wovcfT
_____ ___
_______ Carpe.
_____ _
ruga
and cleaned*
Carpet cleaning
promptly done. Carpet rags and old ingrala
notice thereof be given by publication
Sight Too Valuable
•carpetsbought. M E. 115th atreet. Citlxens
P. KIRBY,
Judge of Probate.

PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.

«IF

That the i’th day of rc'b nary A. u. 191',
.t ten 0'clo.K in the forenoon,at aaio

w

tawa
At a session of said Court, held at
the Probate Office in the Citv of
ProGrand Haven, in said County, on the
bate Court for the County of Ot21st day of January. A. 1). 1911,
tawa.
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
At a session of said Court, held Judge of Probate.
at the Probate Ofticc in the City of
In the matter of the estate of
Grand Haven, in said County, on the
MARTIN M CLARK, Deceased.
23rd day of January, A I). 1911.
Mortimer A. Sooy having filed in
Present; Hon. Edward P. Kirby, said court has final administration acJudge of Probate!
count and his petition praying for the
In the matter of the estate of
thereof and for the assignERNEST A. CRANMER, Deceased. allowance
ment and distributionof the residue of
ElizabethL. Cranmer having filed said estate.
in said court her petition praying that
It is Ordered. That the
the administration of said estate be
20th day of February,A. D. 1911,
granted to Fred T. Miles or to some at ten o’clock in t e forenoon, at said
other suitable person,
orobate office, be and is hereby apIt is Ordered, That the
pointed for examining and allowing
20th day of February, A. D. 1911,
said account and hearing said petition.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
It is further Ordered. That public
probate office, be and is hereby apnotice thereof be given by publication
pointed for hearing said petition
of a copy of this order for three sucIt is Further Ordered, That public
cessive weeks previous to said day of
notice thereof be given by publicahearing in The Holland City News, a
tion of a copv of this order, for three
newspaper printed and circulated in
successive weeks previous to said day
said county.
of hearing, in the Holland Citv News,
EDWARD P KIRBY,
a newspaper printed and circulated in
A true copy. Judge of Probate.

A

In

Solicitors for Complainant.
Attest: A true copv.
FRED F. McEACHRON.
Register.

TRATOR.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

said county.

WEINGARTEN BROS.,AfaA«r»,34th

Si eke tec
fll'-d
said
court hi« petitionpraying thut the administration of suid estate bo granted to himself or to

APPOINTMENT OF ADMINIS-

EDWARD
BREWERIES.

all descriptions.

hips,

insuring comfort with modish lines. Made of
sf excellent coutil
and batiste.Hose supporters. Sizes 19 to 30.
Price, $2.00.

John Van Waarde,
Anthony

18

of

Price, $1.50.

Nuform, Style 488. For average and well
veil developed
ures. Unique coat construction over

Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby. Judge
of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of

.

7

30.

Sold At All Stores

hatch. McAllister & Raymond,

50

to

D. 1911.

Register

Dealers in Lumber

CHAS. HUBBARD

supporters. Sizes 18

succession, or that the said complain3 W 5
Middlingsand Bran ant cause a copy of this order to he
personally served on the said defend- STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate Court
for the County of Ottawa.
ant. Cora May Wells, at least twenty
88-90 E, EiehtliSt. days before the time above prescribed At a se.*slon of eald Court, held at ths Probate OfficeIn the City of Grand Haven. In
for her appearance.
said County, on the 1st day of February. A.

Kleyn

Largest Stock of

30.

to

Price, $1.00.

D

PHILIP PADGHAM,

y'tOOK BROS. FOR THE LATEST POPU-

length over

skirt

durable couliland light

of

weight batiste. Hose supporters. Sizea 18

Flower

Bt. Citizens phone

well tailored.

best suited to your figure.

The

Shop

trimmed and

the U. S. Patent Office.

,

GREELEY&McINTIRE
Washington, D. C.

,

1

mHE

8

[Electric

Bitters

phone ls97.

DENTISTS.

Succeed when everything else fails.
In nervous prostrationand female
weaknessesthey art the supreme
remedy, as thousands have testified.

AND
STOMACH TROUBLE

FOR KIDNEYfLIYER
R. J. O. BCOTT, DENTIST. OUR MOTTO
la good work, reasonable prtcaa.CM1 phona 1441. C East Eighth Bt

it is

the best medicineever sold
ever a druggist's coon ter.

i

at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
of a copy of this order, for three successive weeks previous to said day
of hearing, in The Holland City
News, a newspaper printed afid circulated in said county.
P. KIRBY, ,
A true
Judge of Probate. .

EDWARD

copy.

ORRIE SLUITER,
Registerof Probate.

-

.

J

l

v. -

.

To be

negiected. Sutherland’s

Eagle Eye Salve will cure any case
of sore eyes, granulated lids, op.
thaljnia and any inflamed condition of the eyes. Painless $nd
harmless. 25c a tube at.all dealers.

The Holland City News
$1.00

Per Year

'T. -r

H-r"'

'‘C

-

\

Mm
Additional Locals

(POLITIC

attended the auto
Chicago Tuesday.

Dr. J. O. Scott

mobile show

in

1L.

.i_»

,

.

i

Awn rfTv

^>*'

-U I'idi'j.urj.iT)

.

COMMUNICATION
apples drop them
John Rutgers and his son Levi, t To
.....
,vw„. of
the Enrolled ^uumcu
Republican Voters
into cold water. This will prevent
them from becoming discolored.
ver Co?oDeSday m°rning f°r DeV th* Twentieth Judicd Circuit, coraprishg
After peeling

_

Paul Estede, has sold his house
and lot on E. 9lh street to Dick

Dogger.

^

,
horses.
- ’

__

'

Otto C. Schaap returned

j

the CountitSof Ottawa and Allegan:

Tuesday'

from Dakota' witlr-a car loud of

-

and

In rePly to endorsements

pctitiora

re(luestingme to again become a candidate
I

for Circuit Judge of the Twentieth Judical

The Cash Bargain store will add
Circuit,I hereby announce that I am a
lim olagh left, for Chicago Tues* candidatefor ifomi nation to that office at
D y goods and millinery to their
stock and their store is being re- day noon in the interest of the new the primaries, March 1, 1911.
n odeled by Manager G. M. Arm- theatre company.
I am not a stranger to the people or to
fitead.
the office, and therefore it will not be
-

The Woodmen have

Justice Hines will bold

«nce with Judge

a

confer

Kirby of Grand

having C. Harkema, who is irrespon«ible, placed in some institution.

r
1
'

changed

meeting, hereafter,
will meet on Friday nights be.

their niirht .<*
they

Haven to make arrangementsfor ginning
The

m

!

ITS GOING TO BUY

.

mr tert forth my quail, fi.
d'ta'h >f f have any, the wo-

DR. KING’S

>“
pie know of them, and if I have not, it is

this week.

too late to till the people that I have.

Cummings pool and

biljiard ; 1° making this announcementof

been
Cbh'ago ex

parlors on Central avenue have

my

candidacy, I have to resort to the Press for

DISOOVERY

the reason that I cannot pe son illy see the
f B. Plaake of the North side, who entirely remodeled by a
was injured a few weeks ago in the pert and is in first class condition people and let them know what I desire
they should do.
tannery by having one of his legs and up-to-date in everv way.
It would be very unbecomingin me to
burned is rapidly improving. Dr
The Western Machine and Tool
personally
interview voters and ask them
H- Kremers is attending him.
j

Mrs. M. Benkema, VV.3rd street,
It wouId be lowering the dig.
accidentally struck the pupil of her 31,1,5 pounds^ This firm often my
slops
machines
to
great
distancesnity
of
the
officei If it is said( lanvtooo!d
right eye with a hot curling iron.
Althongh the wound will be visible
Gerard Verburg, 41 Fast Ninth for the Place and have had xt IonK enough,
for a long time the sight will not be
street, has resigned from his position* answcr that one could pay me no higher
altogether impaired.
of janitor of the Peoples’ State Bank. compliment than to say I have held the
office a long term. If in that time 1 have
For the tuna time ttev. I. H. The work became too arduous for
Muyskens, a graduate of Hope and him so he decided to ro into the not gained a rich experience pertainingto
the duties of the office of judge, which is
pastor of the Christian Reformed poultry raising business.
very valuable to the public, then I have
church has been extended a call
Bart Slagh, Fred Stratton and held the office in vain. Everybody knows
from the Burton Heights Christian
Gerard Cook fell through the ice in that experience in this matter is of great
Reformed chnrch in Grand Rapids.
Pine Creek bay last Monday. The value to the community at large, and is
Rev. H. 0. Vela man, Rev. E. J. victims have suffered no ill effects one of the very essentialthings to make
Blekkink of Holland and Rev. G. J. from their cold bath.
up the qualifications of a judge. It is obHekhuis of Overisel have been choA report is current that the Pere tained by experience on the bench, or from
aen by the great consistory of the
Marquette Railroad company is long practice and experienceat the bar by
Second Reformed church at Muskeplanning to double track the line one who is at the head of his profession in
gon as a trio from whom a pastor is
between here and Grand Rapids this his community. To feel the office of judge

THE CURE THATS SURE

^

:

*

'

to^be chosen.

.

the promise

t

Hitt it

city’s

Knickerbocker,”will

'

E

Famous for Forty Years of

Walsh Drug

Prlce SOc and

$1.00

and

Co.,

H. R. Doesburg

GIRLS!
We

you steady
employment, Clean
offer

work, with

the new owner of Idea

Cures.
SOLD AND GUARANTEED BY

Ohio, is
Theatre. The

J. McBride ot Tittia,

tunities for

FARMS

Good

oppor-

Sale

For

advance-

ment.

new owner took possession yester
day. No changes will be made in
the manner of conducting the show.

104 acres between Jamestown:

H. J.

good mixed

Heinz & Co.

soil, good

and Byron Center. All improved

buildings, Silo, good water and

windmill Price

$8,000. 85 acres 3 miles from Zeeland/excellent
soil and excellentbuildings, none better,$9200. 60 acres between Zeeland and Forest Grove

A. Johnson of Detroit has opened

good heavy land, good buildings

supply store in this
c ty. He has his stock of goods in
new theatre, “The H Van Tongrren’s cigar store and

will be later cremated.

The

COUGHS, COLDS, WHOOPING COUGH
AND ALL DI9KASKS OF
THROAT, CHEST AND LUNGS

year.

Levi T. Snyder, of Holland, with
three ribs gone, his breast bone bro
ken and his heart crowded to the
right side, from varions accidents,
has arranged to have his body sent
to an Indianapolis medical college
after death on

FOR

anelectrical

etc.,

$6000. 80 acres between Moline

and Byron Center, excellent quality of fine laying land, some heavy

FOOD FOR A YEAR

be

1

with good water, pumped by
$7000. 120 acres 2 miles from Byron

timber, good large house. 2 barns, well

dedicated carries a full line of electricalgoods
Meat .................300lbi
The board of trade has He is ready tc do all kinds of repair
Milk ..................
240 qts.
gwfcarit^ed a house of $3000 for the
work.
Butter .................
1001b*.
openrag night and a canvass is now
Ega ..................27 dot.
Vegetables .............. 5001b*.
Joe Wood was arrested in Grand
being made to secure pledges for
Rapids Monday by Chief of Police
ihissum.
This represents a fair raKamferbeek on a charge of adultery
f The Consumers Ice Co. put ud preferred against him by his wife.
tion for a man for a year.
about 1200 cord in its ice house on He appeared before Justice Miles
Vbepark road while the Johnson & and was released on bail.
But some people eat and
Broe. Ice Co. firm harvested nearly
The janitor in the Tim Slagh flats
that much also. The VanAlsburg
eat and grow thinner. This
Bros, put up. about 800 cords. The forgot to turn off the water to the acceptablythe judge ;mu,t not only be an j mean* a defective digestion
®c*uuu
see is the clearest and the best that boiler room Saturday night., Sun- experienced man, he must have within
day morning found the heating ap- him an innate, inborn sence of justice and And unsuitable food. A large
ib as been harvestedfor the past ten
Tears It is about 12 inches thick paratus out of commission and tlie equity that discerns rigjit from wrong, and
size bottle of
a determinationto do justice as he underand is said to be as clear as crystal. room flooded.

gasoline engine, large silo, Price

Center. A first class farm in every respect. $550 rent was refused for
it. One modern house, another good house, 3 large Yarns. 2 with base,
pit just in corner of the
farm. Pnce $12,500. 92 acres between Wayland and Hopkins, very

ments, some heavy timber and a good gravel

rich soil, buildings none better. Price only $7000.

Send for our free lists which contain better farms than
any other

c

in this county.

list

John Weersing

|

!

Real Estate and
Insurance

:

boy at the N«wb of the death of Mrs. Louise
M. Harrington at Blue Springs, Mo.,

While'ponishinga
Bellevue Mich. High school Prcf.
Henry Rottschaefer got himself in a
pretty mix up. The boy accident-

has been received

by

relatives in

stands

it.

am on
the "old list” until I am told of it A man
is never older than he feels. Age brings
As to

my

age, I never think that I

!

j

Scott’s Emulsion

where she lived many vears.
with it wisdom and experience. So far as
Funeral services were held this
ally fell over a dictionary holder
my age is concerned it does not interfere equal* in nourithingpropermorning from the home ofiF. J.
-durihg the schuffle,breaking his
with my ability to work one particle.*'!
arm. Rottschaefer was held blame Metz, 105 West Twelfth street, Rev. was never in better health than now, and ties ten pounds of
Niles, officiating.
lees by the board of education of
as able physically and mentally to perform
Your physician can tell you
this city

1

meat

|

HOLLAND,! MICH.

________
£»

1

!

that city.

Thfe police board will take definite the duties of my

office

the last ten years.

as I have

been

for

Chicago barbers propose to charge action at their next meeting toward
An old adage runs this way. “The office
one dollar for cutting the hair of appointingan additional patrolman.
should
seek the man and not the man the
<,tightwad8,,who shave themselves. This is necessaryaf now the back
office.” That is a good sentiment, and I
streets
are
practically
unprotectedIt will not work. The average inleave it to the people at this time to put
come of an American family being A new signal light will be placed on
their own construction upon it. There is
East
Eighth
street
near
the
Pere
lees than $800, the average man ckn
another adage that could be used in this
hardly afford to pay $45 a year to a Marquette depot.
connection. It is this, “Old men for
barber for say, 300 shaves. Besides
John Nykerk is going out of the counsel, young men for war.” We need
the waste of time, Ex.
oil business, having sold tbe agency counsel in the courtroomand not war.
of the Independent Oil Co. to Henry Proceedurein court changes With new enA smaller crowd than was exZwemer the enterprisingwood and actments by the legislature;old principles
pected gathered to hear “Billy”
coal dealer. If the demands for oil are adaptedto new conditions, and this reMason of Illinois at Prices Rink last
Thursday evening. Bad weather continues as it has the company he quires experiencein old matters which can
represents will put in a tank system only be attainedby long careful and steady
was responsible for the poor showthe eame as the Standard Oil Co. has. thought For instance, in criminal matters
ing but those who heard him were
»

how

it

does it

FOB BALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Send 10o.t name of paper and thla ad. for oar
Bank and Ohlld'aBkatek-Book.
Each bank oontalna a Good Look Penny.
beautiful Bar Inn

SCOTT A DOWNS. 409

I

Pearl St. New York

Political Advertisement)

Cross Is Id Race For Circuit

Florida Prairie Lands

r
?

t
i
Judge %

No stumps to
swamps to drain. Excellent for general farming,
dairying,vegetables, Oranges of Grnpe Fruit. Two and
Rich, fertile soil wittfclay sub-soil.

clear, no

three crops a year. Ample rainfall. Good markets. De-

Form-r Prosecuting Attorney O.
S. CrOnS, has been urged to enter
the ract for c’rcuit judge for the f
Twentieth judicial circuit, compris- $
mg the countiesof Allegan and Ottawa, and has decided to do so. M

r.

Rev. E Colbeck will have charge there is the indeterminatesentence of
highly pleased and the only fault
Cross graduated from the law dethey found was that the ex-senator of the services of the local Baptist cent origin;Probationfor young men who partment of the Universityol Michchurch. He is also the pastor of have committed their first offense; what igan in 1896, and took a post-graddid not speak longer.
the Second Captist church of Grand to do with them at times becomes a very uate course in 1897 and receiveda
The FourteenthEnglish Christian Rawids and will make his home in perplexingproblem; and also last, but not
master’s degree. He has been in
Reformed church presentedthe pas- that city. Rev. Colbeck will con- least, comes the question of divorce,a vi.
th<^ active practice of the law for
tor, Rev. D. R. Drukker, with a duct the services in the local church tal questionin the communityto-day, one
nearly fourteen years. In the fail
purse of f 100 at the annual meeting. every Sunday afternoonat 3:30 and of the greatest importance, We look upon
of 1897 he formed a partnership
According to the financialstatement he will also have charge of the it as a growing evil, Adjustments of the
with Capt. H. H. Pope of Allegan,
$5,028/88 was raised during the Thursday evening prayer meeting. difficulties between husband and wife, (the
and the partnership continuedfor
most sacred relation in our sociallife, and
% year. The church was organized
seven years. Mr. Cross has served
Isaac Goldman, former manager upon which our civilizationrests, )call« for
about nine years ago and on its
four years as city attorney of Alleof
the Stern Goldman company of the highest order of legal attainments, and
preperty of $25,000 a debt of $1,450
gan, and four years as prosecuting
this city was taken from Grand Rap- for honesty of purpose that cannot be
remains.
attorney of Allegan county. At
ids to Kalamazooby Deputy United gainsaid. The question among others can
tb* present time he id secretary of
The Men’s Civic Club meeting States Marshal O’Donnel where he best be treated by men of age and exper•he Allegan County Republican
which was scheduled to be held will be confined in the county jail ience.
Committee. He is a very eneruntil
he
turns
over
certain
assets
of
Friday evening has been postponed
In this connectionI desire to say that
getic young man and has been sucuntil the followingFriday because the defunct company in accordance my relations to the bar have been very acessful in the practice of the law.
the Rev. A. W. Wichart of Grand with an order made by the United greeable and pleasant; the best of feelings
Judge Philip Padgham, the presRapids who was to address the club States Districtcourt sometime ago.
exist between us: this is in both counties.
ent incumbent, will also be a cantomorrow night cannot come until
A Social Club with rooms located Many of the young attorneys in bothcoun- didate to succeed himself. Judge
that day. Mr. Wichart is in great
ties have begun their task before me, and
Padgham has hebl_iKe office fur
at 179 River street,above the Sentidemand as a speaker. Tomorrow
I feel more toward them as a father toward
eighteen years and will be 73 years
nel office, is being organized in this
nifkt he will deliver an address at
his ion than anything else, and I hope
of age in March, after tl,e comcity. The object of this organizathe University of Chicago,
this feeling Will always exist.
mencement of the next term
tion is to provide a suitable place
In conclusion, I urge upon every enrollGeorge JVan Hess, formerly of for clean amusement There will be
ed voter in both Allegan and Ottawa counFOR SALE— On account of ill
this city and bookkeeper of the no liquor allowed on the premises
ties to turn out and vote at the primaries
health, 40 acres of good laud quarHolland Interurban is representing and no games of any kind allowed
on Wednesday, the 1st day of March next ter of a mile from Interurbanstation,
the Liberty Lake Orchards company for money. Tbe following men will
It will not d£ to say, *1 have no interest mostly gravel, good bouse sod barn,
act
as
Board
of
Directors
until
(
an
of Spokane, Wash., with lands near
in it it will be all right anyway,” for it Is good drinking water, creek running
election
is
held:
A.
B
Bosman,
Abe
that city ae sales agent for Grand
the duty of every citizen to be on hand at back of barn, 65 apple trees one
Rapids and surrounding towns. Stephan, Phil Hamil, C. Van der
the polls on that day. The object and the half bearing, 75 peach trees 35
Mr. Van Hess was showing some Meulen and Benj Van Raalte, jr.
occasion are worthy of your special atten- bearing, also lot ol small fruit Less
prime apples raised in the company’s
Nature Study.
tion, and it is of vital Interest to all.
than a quarter of
n- from Zee
orchards and is making an exhibit
“Now, Tommie, what do you sea in
I am, with respect
laud
city
limits
at
\\
«r Gronigen.
of fruits in the show window of the suburbs besides grass, trees, and
Yours fruly,
For particulars inqui Luke Lugbrs
Woo. DsPree company’s store at flowers?” "People wots runnln* to
PHILIP PADGHAM
Holland,on Nick Bchipper,
10,
Zetland.
catch their trains."

•
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lightful winters’und pleasaht summers.

I
for $20.00

and $25.00 per ucre.

Call in

Land now selling
or send for our

booklet. Excursion twice each month-SFkre for .round

trip,

|
|

$36.90.

John

34 E. 8th

I

H. Toren,|jAgent

St. -'

HdUnd, Midi.

ft/:

ill'
r

j

FOR YOU
YOU LIKE PERFUMl

v

Send (mV 4Hn stamps

for a little

sample of

PINAUD S
LILAC VEGETA!
ED.

The

A wonderful

latest Paria

perfume eras*

creation, just like the living blossoms.

dealer for a large bottle - 75c.

(6

Ask your

oi.) Write oar American Officei

to-day for the sample, enclosing4c. (to pay postage and packing).

BLDG.

Parfumerle ED. PINAUD9
ED.

PINAUD

Dept,

m

NEW YORK

a

Holland.

R
4

3w
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Advertising in the NewsJpays.^Try U
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